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Abstract 

This thesis explores the development and preliminary operation of a new test 

method for roller and roller path arrangements on ultra-class mining shovels. The 

lack of existing lab-scale test methods discourage significant change, and restrict the 

development of the roller and roller path to minor adjustments to their geometry 

and material. Once in full operation the test method will allow for the optimization 

of existing, or the development of new, roller path technology for specific mining 

conditions. Preliminary testing has shown that with some improvements, the 

developed apparatus is capable of producing end-of-life roller path samples in four 

weeks of continuous operation. The impact of various damage models could then be 

characterized for sensitivity to provide further information on how to develop the 

optimal roller and roller path system. With further development, the test method 

developed here would allow for improving the roller and roller path technology at a 

more rapid pace. Improved rollers and roller paths would reduce the required 

maintenance time for a mining shovel, decreasing maintenance costs and increasing 

production. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

 Mine profitability requires reliable equipment with resistance to harsh mine 

operating conditions. In terms of machinery that operates in a mine, there are fewer 

shovels (Figure 1) in the equipment fleet as they service multiple trucks. However, a 

shovel is a critical piece of equipment, as it operates directly in the exposure or 

extraction of the profitable commodity. Unexpected downtime for maintenance may 

cause a high opportunity cost or revenue loss as the resource remains in-situ. 

Ensuring high quality parts reduces unexpected breakdowns, but requires research 

and lab-scale tests prior to field-testing or deployment. Performing lab-scale tests 

reduces overall costs related to research and development as these tests produce 

results sooner, and have the potential to remove unsuitable candidates prior to 

field-testing.  

 

 

Figure 1: 4100C Boss ultra-class mining shovel (After “4100CBoss-shovel,” 2007). 

 

 The life of a set of shovel tracks is often determined by the life of the roller 

path. The roller path is built onto the inside of the tracks and allows the 

undercarriage to roll smoothly along the tracks. The undercarriage consists of the 

track shoes, front and rear idler pulleys, a rear drive wheel, and eight lower load 
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rollers as seen in Figure 2. The lower load rollers support the weight of the shovel 

and move along the roller path. Due to high contact stresses, rolling contact fatigue, 

and debris contamination, the material loss on the roller path may cause the shoe to 

be disposed of pre-maturely (Boundary Equipment Co. Ltd., 2014). Specific damage 

mode mixtures are unique to each mine site, but the general characteristics for each 

mode can be identified. 

 

 

Figure 2: Shovel undercarriage, consisting of the idler pulley [1], drive wheel [2], lower load rollers [3], 

and track shoes [4] 

 

 Operating in an open pit mine subjects the roller path to debris 

contamination from two sources. First, sand-sized particles, and other ground 

material exposed to the atmosphere, may become airborne from wind erosion and 

be deposited on the roller path. Second, spillage from the digging face or track 

surroundings may introduce sand-sized or larger particles. Rock guards on the 

shovel prevent large boulder-sized materials from entering the roller path, but fail 

to prevent smaller sand or gravel-sized particles. Introducing particles or debris to 

the roller path leads to abrasion and gouging wear while the roller is in motion.  

 

 The shovel operation consists of both digging at the working face and 

walking (driving) between work locations. While digging, the shovel rolls on its 

roller path in reaction to digging and dumping motions, until it is stopped by track 

1 
1 3 

2 

4 
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tension. Rolling under high loads introduced while working is expected to introduce 

multiple fatigue modes. 

 

 There is no current lab test for a track roller and track roller path (called the 

roller and roller path for the remainder of this document). As a result, design is 

reactionary and based on failures observed in previous models. This slows the 

development of newer, better, roller-path design. A lab test makes it possible to 

analyse new alloys or treatments, as well as shoe geometries, and test them in 

conditions equivalent to those seen in mines. Optimization of material for hard rock, 

soft, or abrasive mining conditions may increase the roller path service life, or 

reduce unexpected failure. 

 

 Current strategies consist of using two track steel alloys, A128 E1 and 4330. 

The A128 E1 alloy (also known as Hadfield or high manganese steel) is primarily 

used in hard rock mines and is generally the preferred alloy for track shoes due to 

its work-hardening abilities and resistances to abuse. The 4330 alloy (hardenable 

low alloy steel) is heat treated to a Brinell hardness of 340 (340 BHN) prior to 

service, and is primarily used in soft abrasive conditions such, as oil sands, as its 

hardening treatments increase its resistance to abrasion (Boundary Equipment Co. 

Ltd., 2014).  
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Chapter 2: Literature Review 

2.1 Scaling Theory 

2.1.1 Hoist Force and Suspended Load 

 When reproducing a set of equipment and conditions in a lab for testing, 

scaling offers a more manageable approach in terms of size and load. Conveniently, 

the general design of the shovel has changed very little in the past 60 years (Joseph, 

2013). This persistent design allows for a direct scaling analysis using three shovel 

models including the P&H 4100, P&H 2300, and Dominion 500, with a dipper 

capacity of 44, 23, and 1.53 cubic meters respectively. The scale difference between 

the P&H4100 and the Dominion 500 can be seen graphically in Figure 3 with a total 

scale of 2.85 (Joseph & Shi, 2010). 

 

 

Figure 3: P&H 4100C Boss and Dominion 500 geometric comparison (After Joseph & Shi, 2010) 

 

 By using the ratio of hoist force and suspended load between the P&H 4100 

and 2300 models, as seen in Table 1, the performance of each shovel can be 

compared for similarity. The two shovels were located in separate mine sites with 

the P&H 4100 in the oil sands at Fort McMurray and the P&H 2300  at a different 
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mine site operating in hard rock (Joseph & Shi, 2010). While the digging conditions 

and equipment size varied, the ratio remained similar between the two shovels 

across the dig cycle suggesting that a lab model may be representative of multiple 

mining conditions with minor modifications such as the load magnitude or roller 

path material. The peak hoist force was determined using the ratios in Table 1. 

Table 2 shows the peak hoist force along with other specifications for the shovels. 

Table 1: The hoist force (Fh) and suspended weight (G) ratio(s) (Adopted from Joseph & Shi, 2010) 

Dipper Position P&H 2300: 

Fh/G 

P&H 4100: 

Fh/G 

Tucked 0.85 0.83 

Approaching face 0.85 0.83 

Entering face 0.85 0.84 

Digging 0.88 0.86 

Exiting face 0.92 0.90 

 

Table 2: Specifications for each shovel considered (After Joseph & Shi, 2010) 

 

 

 Plotting the peak hoist force and suspended load against the dipper (bucket) 

capacity for the three shovels shows a linear relationship for the suspended load 

and a near linear relationship for the peak hoist force. This relationship is shown in 
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Figure 4: the dipper capacity for the three shovels studied is plotted against both the 

peak load and hoist force. Plotting a linear line for the peak hoist force indicates 

some discrepancy, with the P&H 2300 not in line with the P&H 4100 and the 

Dominion 500 (also in oil sand). As the peak hoist force represents the maximum 

force required throughout the dig cycle the discrepancy may be attributed to the 

digging conditions. The P&H 2300 operated in blasted and loose hard rock material 

while the P&H 4100 and Dominion 500 operated in in-situ material. While hard rock 

may result in a lower peak loading, the suspended load or total load remained the 

same with respect to the dipper capacity after the bucket had exited the face and 

was suspended in the air. 

 

 

Figure 4: Dipper capacity comparison with the peak force and suspended load (After Joseph & Shi, 2010) 

 

 Due to the correlation between the peak hoist force and the size of the 

equipment, it was reasonable to expect a similar correlation for the loading on a 

roller and roller path arrangement between shovels of different sizes. This 

correlation suggests that it is possible to successfully recreate the roller and roller 

path arrangement in a laboratory using a single, programmable, roller. 
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2.1.2 Scaled Power Requirements 

 Different shovels have different power requirements. To determine the 

correspondence between the scale of the machine and its power requirements, a 

normalizing factor was developed (Joseph & Shi, 2010) for each shovel – shown in 

Table 3. The hoist forces were then normalized, by dividing the forces by their 

normalizing factor (Table 3), to create a unitless performance ratio that could be 

compared to determine commonality between the three shovels (see Figure 5). The 

defining features, such as peaks, plateaus, and cycles, were compared for an overall 

correlation between the small and ultra-class systems. The presence of a strong 

correlation suggest the power requirement and therefore the hoist forces were also 

scalable for lab testing (Joseph & Shi, 2010).  

 

Table 3: Normalization factors for the three shovels (After Joseph & Shi, 2010) 

 

 

 

Figure 5: The normalized hoist performance for each shovel (After Joseph & Shi, 2010) 

2.2 Railroad Comparison and Rolling Contact Fatigue  

2.2.1 Rolling Contact Fatigue 

 In the absence of abrasives, rolling contact fatigue (RCF) was expected to be a 

driving damage mode to the roller and roller path system on an ultra-class mining 
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shovel. RCF occurs as a roller passes over a material under high load causing sub-

surface cracks and a progression to spalling. Spalling is defined as the surface 

material breaking into smaller pieces and occurs under high loads of both normal 

and shear stress. Under repeated loads or passes, the cracks grow and result in 

fractures and flaking.  

 

 The most direct correlation of RCF to the shovel roller path was found in the 

rail industry. Similar to a roller and roller path, a train uses hardened steel wheels to 

move along hardened steel tracks. RCF is a major cause for failure in track segments, 

and leads to their replacement (Patra, Bidhar, & Kumar, 2010). The rail industry in 

general has been increasing train loads, density, and speed in order to decrease 

operating costs (Patra et al., 2010). While these measures have succeeded in 

reducing operating costs, they have also increased maintenance costs, as it has 

become necessary to replace worn out rail segments and damaged axles or wheels. 

The wear was attributed to RCF, and could be divided into surface and subsurface 

cracking. While subsurface cracks have been initiated by defects in the rail, surface 

cracks are a more direct product of increased loads, traffic density, and speeds 

(Patra et al., 2010).  

 

 The stresses experienced by rails have routinely reached 1,500 MPa and 

exceeded 4,000 MPa with poorly fitted wheel and rail combinations (Patra et al., 

2010). While a shovel’s roller path ideally never reaches those stress levels under 

normal operating conditions (max 1,200, min 220 MPa), it experiences a much 

greater number of stress cycles per day. For example, the rail line located at Lisbon-

Oporto in Portugal had been subject to 15 million tonnes per year, a load described 

as “considerable”. The rail line has a planned lifespan of 20 years (Caetano & 

Teixeira, 2011). In contrast a typical 4100C Boss roller path has an expected life of 

20,000 hours, equal to approximately 4 to 5 years of active service (Boundary 

Equipment Co. Ltd., 2014) and 40.6 million tonnes per year. Tables 4 and 5 show a 

summary of the usage of both the rail and the roller path.  
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Table 4: Summary of the Lisbon-Oporto Portugal rail line use 

Peak Stress under Normal Operation 1,500 MPa 

Stress Cycles per day* 1,825 

Cars per day (4 rollers per car per rail) 456 

Assumed average speed 80 km/h 

Car length** 50m 

Total active time per day 17 min 

*(Caetano & Teixeira, 2011) **(CN Rail, 2013) 

 

Table 5: Summary of P&H 4100 roller path use 

Peak Stress under Normal Operation 1,200 MPa 

Assumed availability 0.8 

Assumed utilization 0.8 

Rollers per track 8 

Average cycle time* 45 sec 

Total cycle count per day 9,800 

Total active time per day 15.4 hr 

*(Boundary Equipment Co. Ltd., 2014) 

 

 As seen in Figure 6, an un-deformed rail experiences both shear and pure 

compressive stress in the event of a moving, load-bearing wheel. If the wheel is 

applying frictional forces to the rail (e.g. braking or drive wheel) the shear stress 

amplifies and moves closer to the surface (Patra et al., 2010). While the 4100C Boss 

does not apply either loading or driving forces with the same rollers, the load 

bearing rollers would still induce shear stress at depth in the roller path and on the 

surface as a result of the combined resistive forces to the motion. These forces may 

include friction between the pin and bushing, but may also include rolling 

resistances between the rollers and roller path, or debris on the roller path. 
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Figure 6: Stress variations near contact zone between wheel and rail (Adapted from Patra et al., 2010) 

 

2.2.2 S-N Curve and P-F Intervals 

 The S-N curve is a common method of summarizing the effect that the cyclic 

forces have on a given material’s life span (i.e. a material’s fatigue behaviour). Figure 

6 shows an S-N curve for a 300M grade steel sample. The stress ratio (R) is the ratio 

between the minimum and maximum stresses through each cycle – see equation [1]. 

For a stress ratio of R = -1, the minimum and maximum stresses would be equal and 

in opposite directions (e.g. max = 900 MPa in compression, min = 900 MPa in 

tension). An R = 0 ratio would result in the maximum stress being unchanged, but 

the minimum stress equalling 0 MPa, meaning the sample was in an unloaded state. 

As shown in Figure 7, the closer the stress ratio is to 1, the higher on the y-axis and 

the steeper the general slope of the curve. For any given stress ratio, a change in the 

maximum stress results in an exponential change in the required cycles to failure. In 

this example, a sample of 300M grade steel with a tensile strength of 1930 MPa was 

subject to 1,200 MPa stress cycles and failed in fewer than 10,000 cycles. A sample 

subjected to 700 MPa failed in fewer than 1,000,000 cycles.  

 

 𝑅 =
𝜎𝑚𝑖𝑛

𝜎𝑚𝑎𝑥
 [1] 
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Figure 7: S-N curve for 300M grade steel heat treated to a tensile strength of 1930 MPa, R = -1 (Adapted 

from Boardman, 1990) 

 

 The potential to failure interval (P-F interval) is an expansion from the S-N 

curve, mapping the mean defect and mean fatigue life of the rail segments, or the 

interval between where defects first make an appearance and the end of life of the 

rail. An example of this interval can be seen in Figure 8. For an analysis of the rail S-

N curve, the stress ratio was assumed to be 0 as the cycles were routinely between 

1,500 and 0 MPa in compression while in use. Therefore, the variable was the 

maximum stress or the load on the rail cars. Following the S-N curve behavior a 

large stress cycle, or in this case a heavier rail car, would lead to defects and cause 

the rail to fail sooner, reducing its life. Similarly, a lower maximum stress would 

result in an extension of the rail life. The P-F interval was the difference between the 

manifestation of defects and the end of life of the rail. As the tonnage in Figure 8 was 

measured on a logarithmic scale, the effect of increasing the load on the rail 

exponentially reduced its total life.  
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Figure 8: P-F interval – Adapted from (Patra et al., 2010) 

Where: 

 σEq was the equivalent stress experienced across the life of the rail 

 The S-N-P curve was the S-N curve for the rail material bounded by the data 

limits 

 The defect distribution represented the range at which defects were first 

recorded during rail inspections 

 The fatigue distribution was the range at which the rail failed due to fatigue 

and required replacement 

 The P-F interval represented the difference between mean detection of 

defects and mean failure of the rail 

 

 The P-F interval in Figure 8 was targeted at the rail industry, and therefore 

measured rail life in units of tonnage. According to Patra et al. (2010) establishing a 

strong P-F interval is among the most important steps to create an effective 

preventative maintenance program. The P-F interval estimated the remaining rail 

life after the defects were observed, and allowed for scheduling the replacement or 

repair of the rail to reduce total down time (Patra et al., 2010). Unfortunately, due to 
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the difference in workload, frequency, and conditions, the P-F interval must be 

determined independently for the mining industry and could not be approximated 

from Patra et al. Additionally, a true P-F interval could not be determined without 

testing the subject to failure. A shovel’s roller path rarely reaches failure; having 

tracks fail in the field during active service is not ideal, as it can cause potential 

safety hazards and losses due to down time. Using the following steps, it is possible 

to estimate the point of failure by estimating the growth rate and initial size of the 

cracks (Patra et al., 2010): 

1. Collect load data  

2. Calculate max shear stress 

3. Convert varying stress levels to an equivalent stress 

4. Determine S-N curve and its mean from equivalent stress 

5. Convert S-N curve cycles to million gross tonnes similar to Figure 8 

6. Collect RCF data in million gross tonnes from field 

7. Determine defect life and mean 

8. Subtract means from steps 7 and 4, to obtain the P-F interval 

 

2.3 Damage while Rolling 

 A known issue for rolling contact fatigue is high contact stress focused on a 

small contact area. Varying surface conditions react differently to the concentrated 

stress and result in multiple wear mechanisms (Stachowiak & Batchelor, 2005). 

Stachowaik and Batchelor (2005) outlined four operating conditions and their 

resulting wear. The operating conditions include a stiff roller operating on: 

 

1. Unlubricated metals and non-oxide ceramics 

2. Lubricated rolling 

3. Oxide ceramics 

4. Polymers 
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 The most applicable occurrence was a stiff roller operating on “un-lubricated 

metals and non-oxide ceramics”, specifically the unlubricated metals, as shown in 

Figure 9. The surface of the material in direct contact with the atmosphere created 

an oxidized layer. As the roller moved over the oxidized layer, the high 

concentration of stress caused the layer to break or wear off (Stachowiak & 

Batchelor, 2005). The oxidation effect may not be as prominent on the roller path of 

a shovel due to the frequency of cycles, but spalling can still occur. Through cyclic 

loading, the wearing of the oxidized layer occurs repeatedly and causes the surface 

to wear or lose material over time. The material loss could be reduced by applying 

lubricants, but the wear from the cyclic stress loading would remain (Stachowiak & 

Batchelor, 2005).  

 

Figure 9: Unlubricated metals and non-oxide ceramics (Adapted from Stachowiak & Batchelor, 2005) 

 

 Stachowaik and Batchelor (2005) said that it is too difficult and not 

economical to achieve perfect lubrication where solid to solid contact was 

prevented. Contact can still be made directly through asperities or through debris 

suspended in the lubricant, as seen in Figure 10. 
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Figure 10: Contact between asperities and particles in lubrication (Adapted from Stachowiak & 

Batchelor, 2005) 

 

With lubrication, solid to solid contact would still be common in mining conditions, 

because as a shovel operates outside, the roller path is exposed to ground material 

particles. Debris or other contaminants, like quartz crystals with a hardness of 1,200 

Vickers, would adhere to the lubricant and persist on the roller path, causing 

abrasion and gouging. A constant flow of lubricant will prevent persistent 

contamination, but will also have negative effects, both economical and 

environmental due to the high volume required to maintain constant flow. 

According to Stachowaik and Batchelor (2005), “when the minimum dimension of 

the debris is greater than the minimum film thickness, damage to the contacting 

surface is inevitable.” It is impractical to lubricate the roller path for ultra-class 

mining shovels, and will no longer be considered in this research. 

 

 Internal or cast-imbedded impurities form an initiation point for crack 

growth. Under cyclic loading, a subsurface crack can grow to form a surface flake. 

Flakes become debris particles that contribute to gouging and wearing while on the 

roller path. Pitting occurs on the surface material as flakes are removed, developing 

subsurface secondary cracks (see Figure 11) which contribute to further pitting or 

spalling. Spalling and pitting may form on the surface, but result in greater material 
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loss when initiated on the subsurface (Stachowiak & Batchelor, 2005). The flake size 

in Figure 11 was exaggerated for demonstrative purposes. 

 

 

Figure 11: Flaking and formation of secondary cracks under cyclic roll loading (Adapted from 

Stachowiak & Batchelor, 2005) 

2.4 Cyclic Fatigue Loading – 4340 Grade Steel 

 Determining the fatigue life of any grade of steel requires multiple factors 

such as stress concentrations, loading conditions, and temperature (Boardman, 

1990). Figure 12 shows that increasing the tensile strength through heat treatment 

significantly increases the number of cycles required to fail the steel. Altering the 

temperature of the steel also affected the fatigue strength. A 300-degree Celsius 

change was required for a significant difference in the fatigue life (Boardman, 1990), 

but such a temperature change would not occur during regular shovel operations. 

Shovels work in open pit mines and are therefore affected by seasonal 

temperatures. The roller path temperature is also affected by regular use or load 

cycles. While it is something to be aware of, temperature change is not expected to 

be a major factor in the life of the 4330 roller path for the P&H 4100C Boss shovel. 
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Figure 12: Fatigue life of 4340 steel, heat-treated to different tensile strengths (R = -1) (Adapted from 

Boardman, 1990) 

 

 According to Boardman (1990), the presence of defects, impurities, cracks, or 

notches had the greatest impact on fatigue life for steel alloys. Figure 13 shows the 

relationship for notches using a 4340 steel sample. In this example, adding a notch 

resulted in a difference of three orders of magnitude between the two points of 

similar stress cycles. 

 

 

Figure 13: S-N Curve for Notched and Un-notched 4340 Steel. (Adapted from Boardman, 1990) 

0 

Three orders of 

magnitude dropped 
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 The range of the stress ratio tested by Boardman (1990) was 0.2 to -1. As the 

stress ratio was reduced, or moved closer to 1, the tolerable stress cycles were 

increased, as seen in Figure 14. For a given point on a shovel roller path, the stress 

ratio is assumed to be 0. The minimum load at a given point occurs as the roller path 

at that point is unloaded, and the maximum load occurs as the roller passes over it. 

 

Figure 14: Fatigue life for 300M steel (a modified 4340 alloy) under cyclic loading, where R is the ratio 

between the minimum and maximum stress. (Adapted from Boardman, 1990) 

Hadfield steel (a high manganese alloy) is known for its work-hardening abilities, or 

ability to rapidly increase in hardness as it is worked. As Hadfield steel is subjected 

to high stresses it produces a layer in the stressed region that is more resistant to 

fatigue or damage (Kang, Zhang, Long, & Lv, 2014). Hadfield steel is commonly used 

in the roller path of shoes in hard rock mining (Boundary Equipment Co. Ltd., 2014) 

and railway crossings (Kang et al., 2014).  

 

 Over the service life of a Hadfield steel roller path the hardness increases 

with the stress cycles. The fatigue strength of Hadfield steel increases with the 

stress ratio (Kang et al., 2014). As the loads on the roller path are equal to the 

ground reactive force, the stress ratio in the roller path increases proportionately to 

the hoist force. Because fatigue strength increases with the stress ratio, Hadfield 
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steel is commonly used for the roller path in hard rock mines. Due to the high rate of 

work-hardening, it is unnecessary for the steel to undergo heat treatments and 

hardening prior to service. Therefore, while Hadfield steel  initially has a poor 

resistance to wear, it will become highly resistant, but only after a certain level of 

wear has already occurred (Harzallah, Mouftiez, Felder, Hariri, & Maujean, 2010a). 

As seen in Figure 15, the initial 15,000 cycles produced the greatest rate of 

hardening followed by a lower rate thereafter. To reach a hardened state, the 

Hadfield steel must first deform. Harzalla et al. placed a Hadfield steel ball between 

two circular disks or tracks and rotated the lower track, causing the ball to spin. As 

the test progressed, the contact width between the ball and the plates increased, and 

as shown in Figure 15, the majority of deformation occurred in the same initial 

15,000 cycles as the hardening. Hadfield steel shovel track shoes come new with the 

roller path fluted or grooved to allow space for the material to flow as they are 

worked (see Figure 16). Over the initial service life, the roller path flattens through 

shovel operation and can reach hardness levels in excess of 400 Brinell (BHN), 

increasing resistance to operational damaging (Boundary Equipment Co. Ltd., 

2014). 

 

 

Figure 15: Vickers hardness change in relation to loading/rolling cycles. (Adapted from Harzallah, 

Mouftiez, Felder, Hariri, & Maujean, 2010b) 
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Figure 16: Roller path for high manganese shoes  

 

2.5 Shear Crack Growth on Surface 

 

 

Figure 17: Surface cracks developed from wheel sliding or wheel induced tension 

 

 Surface cracks form as a result of the uni-directional flow of material from 

wheel friction and partial tangential forces. These cracks can cause an increase of 

10x in shear strain when located on the surface and may lead to spalling or 

fracturing if permitted to grow (Ringsberg, 2005). According to Ringsberg (2005) 

shear-initiated cracks are driven by stresses associated with the wheel-rail 

interface. Material properties, lubrication, and loading determine if rolling contact 

fatigue or wear will drive rail damage. 
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Figure 18: Life cycle of a crack in a rail scenario. (Adapted from Ringsberg, 2005) 

Where: 

 a = the crack length. 

 N = the load cycle count. 

 da/dN = the change in crack length per cycle. 

 

 Figure 18 shows the life of a surface-shear crack and its relative growth rates. 

At initiation in Zone (A), the growth rate was high but rapidly decreased. Crack 

growth then became driven by low cycle fatigue. As it grew, the effective stress at 

the crack tip increased. Because of this increase in stress, the rate of growth also 

increased through Zone (B). The growth rate was stunted upon reaching the 

perimeter of the high stress zone, and as it was then subjected to lower stresses, the 

growth rate decreased as shown in Zone (C). Eventually the crack growth was 

dominated by bending and by tensile stresses and increased again to failure 

(Ringsberg, 2005).  

 

 While a rail is considered a rigid system subject to bending and flexing under 

the load of a train, the shovel track system is made of several shoes, pinned together, 

allowing for a degree of adjustment to ground and loading conditions. Flexibility 
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would in effect protect the roller path from some of the bending forces, but it is not 

expected to protect the roller path from any tangential or shear forces.  

 

 Subsurface crack growth initially occurs within 20 degrees parallel to the 

surface. After exceeding a total crack length of 0.4mm, the direction changes and 

grows toward the surface and leads to spalling failure (Ringsberg, 2005). This 

directional change decreases the maximum shear strain range due to the geometry 

between the crack and the direction of the load. Ringsberg (2005) performed a finite 

element analysis of the crack growth but noted that it only accounted for one cycle, 

and therefore was an overestimation because it failed to account for work-

hardening over a multi-cycle test. He observed that crack growth, even when 

truncated by wear, remained positive. The cracks continued to grow as material was 

worn off, showing that the crack growth rates were faster than the track wear rates. 

The roller path of a 4100C Boss shovel is subject to similar stress levels under 

normal operating conditions (see section 2.2) to those studied by Ringsberg (2005), 

suggesting that spalling is a contributing cause of material loss. 

 

 

Figure 19: Finite element model used by Ringsberg to predict crack growth. (Adapted from Ringsberg, 

2005) 

2.6 Abrasive Wear 

 Abrasive wear is expected to be a major contributor to the damage seen on 

the roller path. Abrasion, while present at all mine sites, is particularly pronounced 

while mining oil sand or Bitumen. Bulldozer units, with hardened abrasion-resistant 
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blades, operating at the Syncrude site in Fort McMurray required reskinning after 

5000 hours of use due to excessive wear. Reskinning the blade required 20-40 man 

hours, with an additional 160 man hours for refurbishment of the damaged blade 

(Llewellyn & Tuite, 1995). Ground engaging tools (GET), such as bucket teeth on a 

4100C Boss mining shovel, also experience high levels of abrasive damage. The 

volume of material loss to bucket teeth can be calculated using equations [2] and 

[2]. Using the example data from Chapter 4, and assuming an arrangement of nine 

chromium carbide teeth on the bucket, the volume of material lost per 12-hour shift 

was calculated to be 214 cm3 for each tooth. 

 

 𝑉 =
𝐸𝑇

𝐻𝑣×109 [2] 

 

 𝐸𝑇 =
((𝑃𝑝−𝑃𝑐  )×𝑡)

2
 [3] 

 

Where: 

 V  = the volume lost to abrasion (m3). 

 ET  = the total energy absorbed by the bucket teeth (Joules). 

 Hv  = Vickers hardness rating in GPa. 

 t  = the time required to complete a dig (seconds). 

 Pp = the peak power level consumed by the hoist motor while digging  

  (Watts). 

 Pc  = the hoist motor power required to suspend the full bucket (Watts). 

 

 While ground engaging tools are pushed through or across abrasive material, 

a shovel’s roller path is not, and requires spillage or other forms of deposition to 

occur. Additionally the deposited material is then compressed between the roller 

and the roller path. Therefore, while ground engaging tools experience low stress 

abrasion at near-total surface area coverage, the roller path experiences high stress 

abrasion at an unknown, but lower, coverage. Because of the dissimilar abrasive 

wear between the roller path and other surfaces, such as the bulldozer blade or 
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bucket teeth, it is currently not feasible to predict the damage done to the roller path 

by abrasion. Development of a roller path specific test, would allow for the feasible 

analysis of abrasion damage, and provide a method to test new, abrasion-resistant, 

roller paths prior to field testing. 

2.7 Summary 

 It is reasonable to move forward with the development of a roller path test. 

Research exists concerning spalling, crack growth, and rolling contact fatigue, the 

most similar of which is concerning the rail industry. While similar, the rail and 

roller path are subject to different loading patterns and environmental conditions. 

Increased frequency in stress cycles, a reduced oxidization period, and an increase 

in sand-sized particle contamination can all alter the life of the roller path. The 

impact each of these differences will have on the life of the roller path is unclear, 

particularly after stacking as it may, over- or underestimate the overall damage or 

material loss to the roller path. Abrasive wear, to be studied in the future, is 

expected to be a major contributor to roller path material loss followed by spalling 

and rolling contact fatigue. Scaling the roller and roller path arrangement for lab 

testing should provide an accurate basis to determine the effects of each mechanism 

for future roller and roller path design.   
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Chapter 3: Objectives 

 The purpose of this study is to construct an accurate scale model of the 

shovel roller and roller path arrangement that will make it possible to develop 

improvements to the system. Investigating an unproven roller path may increase 

service life and a reduce maintenance costs. New materials and geometries for 

either the track shoes or rollers could be tested. Adding site-specific intrusive 

material to the roller path would make it possible to more closely represent the 

mining conditions. The lab apparatus was to be both programmable and 

customizable to apply a range of scenarios. Initially the lab arrangement would be 

set to reproduce current damage as seen on the shovel. After accuracy is shown, 

new materials or geometries may be tested. The indicator for roller path life used by 

industry is depth of material lost, and was the target for reproduction in the lab. For 

vertical loading the cube root scaling method was used to produce equivalent 

contact stress on the roller path. Because the contact stresses in the lab are set to be 

the same as those in the field, it’s not necessary to scale the horizontal motion of the 

roller on the roller path. Maintaining one to one horizontal motion is positive in that 

it yields a larger sample for analysis and is less likely to over- or underestimate the 

effect of abrasion and gouging. For more information on the dig cycle and the 

process that causes the suspected wear, see Section 4.2. 

 

The design objectives were set as: 

1. Collect and analyse hoist data to determine roller and roller path loads. 

2. Design a test apparatus that mimics the field conditions at a lab scale 

including: 

a. The loads experienced the roller(s). 

b. The movement of the roller on the roller path. 

c. The contamination of the roller path with mine specific debris. 

3. Reduce the required time to fail the lab scale roller path to a manageable 

level 
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The experimental objectives were set as: 

1. Operate apparatus under constant supervision and monitor for design flaws. 

2. Confirm the re-creation of roller path damage as seen in the field including: 

a. Abrasive wear 

b. Gouging wear 

c. Indentation 

d. Rolling contact fatigue 

e. Toe-nailing or the flow of material along the roller path (See section 

6.2.5 for description) 

3. Evaluate wear rates and confirm the validity of the cube root scaling method 

in determining loads used in the lab. 

4. Evaluate the coupon wear behavior using microscopy. 
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Chapter 4: Field Data and Behavior 

 To accurately recreate the field stresses and conditions in the laboratory 

environment, testing included the use of a true load-bearing roller from a smaller 

shovel, coupons made with similar material and heat treatments as the roller path, 

and a system of hydraulics to mimic the motions that occur during the dig cycle. 

 

 

Figure 20: Lower load bearing roller to recreate on a 4100 XPC 

4.1 Pre-Testing Data Collection and Analysis 

 To determine the forces on the lower load rollers, the following steps were 

used: 

1. Hoist data was collected from field scale shovel operations (volts, amps, time, 

speed). 

2. Conversion of hoist power requirements to hoist force (MN). 

3. Forces on shovel body were reduced to body force and hoist force 

(downwards), and ground reactive force (upwards) – see Figure 21. 

4. The location of the ground reactive force was determined through a 

summation of moments using the free body diagram seen in Figure 21. 

5. The ground reactive force was expanded across the length of the track 

system 

6. The expanded reactive force was reduced to points on rollers. 
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7. For negative forces on rollers, the force was reset to zero and steps 5 & 6 

were repeated with the track system shortened to exclude the now zeroed 

roller. 

8. The dig cycle key phases were isolated to produce an average load for each 

roller in each phase. 

 

 Step 7 was necessary as it is impossible to have negative loading on the roller 

path. Such loading would indicate a tensile load between the unattached roller and 

roller path. Tension is not possible as the roller would be suspended above the 

roller path with a total load of 0 MN. Resetting the force to zero for the suspended 

roller allowed the ground reactive force to be spread across the rollers still in 

contact with the ground. Removing the free hanging rollers from the equation 

decreased the magnitude or the load on the rollers to the expected real world value, 

as they were no longer over compensating for negative loading on the system. 

Further details on each step will be illustrated below. See Appendix H for code used 

to run steps 4 – 7 for each data point.  

 

Figure 21: Free Body Diagram of Shovel and Forces (Adapted from Marek, 2006) 
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Step 1 – Collecting the data. Hoist force data was already in the database at the 

University of Alberta for the 4100C Boss shovel digging in the oil sands. Additional 

hoist data was collected from a 4100 XPC (Sunhills Mining, 2015). The report 

included time, voltage, amperage, field amperage, and rope position. 

 

Step 2 – Equation [4] was used to convert from volts and amps into Newtons of 

force. 

 

 𝐹 =
(𝑉1+𝑉2)∗𝐴

𝑣
∗ 𝜂 [4] 

Where: 

F  = Force in Newtons 

V1  = Voltage of hoist motor 1 

V2  = Voltage of hoist motor 2 

A  = Current in Amps 

v  = Velocity of hoist rope in m/s 

η = Hoist motor efficiency rating * 

* Note: While the standard hoist motor efficiency rating is 86% (Joseph & Shi, 2012), 

an efficiency of 100% was used for this analysis (see section 6.2.2 for further 

details). 

 

 The velocity was calculated between readings, using the difference between 

the rope positions. Each data point was 0.1s. Velocity was calculated with equation 

[5]: 

 

 𝑣 =
(𝑑1−𝑑2)

0.1
 [5] 

 

The resulting force was then graphed and is shown in Figure 22. 
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Step 3 – The 4100C Boss tare weight was 1,410,184 kg (Joy Global, 2012) or 13.83 

MN and balanced over the pivot point while the bucket was suspended and empty. 

Using the hoist force data the tare hoist force was determined to be 0.64 MN, which 

was then subtracted from the total weight of the machine to determine a resultant 

vehicle weight of 13.19 MN. The center of gravity of the shovel was located 20.25m 

from the hoist rope according to a summation of moments about the hoist rope, 

similar to equation [7] and can be seen in Figure 21. 

 

 

Figure 22: Hoist rope forces of the 4100C Boss and 4100 XPC shovels 

 

Step 4 – The magnitude of the ground reactive force for each point in the data set 

was calculated by summing up the hoist force for that data point calculated in Step 

2. The location by was calculated summing moments about the 4100C Boss center of 

gravity using equation [6] 

 
 𝐹𝑅 = 𝐹𝐶𝑊 + 𝐹𝐻 + 𝐹𝑀 [6] 
 
 

 𝐿𝑅 =
𝐹𝐶𝑊∗𝐿𝐶𝑊+𝐹𝐻∗𝐿𝐻

𝐹𝑅
 [7] 

 
Where all locations were taken with respect to the 4100C Boss center of gravity (See 

Figure 21) and: 
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LR = Location of the reactive force 
FR = Magnitude of the reactive force 
FCW = Counter weight 
LCW = Location of counter weight 
FH = Hoist force 
LH = Location of hoist force 
FM = Machine tare weight 
 
 

 
Step 5 – To distribute the reactive force across the load rollers, it was first 
necessary to convert the reactive force into a distributed load. Equations [8] and [9] 
were rearranged for w1 and w2. 
 

 
Figure 23: Relationship between a point and distributed load 

 

The original equations were: 

 

 𝑊 = (𝑤1 + 𝑤2)
𝐿

2
 [8] 

 

 𝑋 = (
2𝑤1+𝑤2

𝑤1+𝑤2
)

𝐿

3
 [9] 

 

Equations [8] and [9] were re-arranged as: 

 

 𝑤1 =
3𝑋

2𝑊
−

2𝑊

𝐿
 [10] 

 

 𝑤2 =
4𝑊

𝐿
−

3𝑋

2𝑊
 [11] 
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Where: 

 W = The ground reactive force. 

 L = The supported length of track (6.4 meters in this case). 

 x = The location of the reactive force corresponding to Figure 21. 

 w1 = The total load on the heel end of the track system. 

 w2 = The total load on the toe end of the track system. 

Note: The toe end of the track system is the front end, or the end closest to the 

working face. The heel end is the rear most end, located under the counterweight of 

the shovel. 

 
Step 6 – Due to the true geometry of the undercarriage, the reactive force is not a 

distributed load but instead a collection of several point loads, one point on each 

roller. To determine the magnitude of these point loads the length of the chassis was 

divided into equal portions centered on the rollers and the distributed load in each 

portion was summed onto the roller as shown in Figure 24. 

 

 
Figure 24: Concentrating the distributed load onto the lower rollers 

 

Note: The load per roller was the summation of the distributed load, within the 

rollers area of influence marked by the dashed lines. 

 

Step 7 – In the event of negative loading on any of the rollers, the outermost (toe or 

heel) negatively loaded roller was reset to a zero force value and the chassis length 
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(L) was shortened by the supported portion of that roller (0.8 meters). Steps 5, 6, 

and 7 were repeated until no negative force values remained. 

 

Step 8 – The key dig cycle steps are as follows: 

 

1. The bucket is empty and suspended in the air (after dumping into truck) 

2. The shovel is in the empty tucked position 

3. The shovel is in mid dig (digging forces are highest) 

4. The bucket is full and suspended in the air 

 

 

Figure 25: Key steps for one dig cycle on a P&H 4100 XPC (Adapted from Marek, 2006) 

 

 Unfortunately, isolating these key steps in a dig cycle required some human 

judgment, and therefore introduced error to the process. The bounds of each phase 

were identified, and events such as the large spike in Phase 2 were excluded. This 

large spike in force represents the initial contact between the bucket and the 

ground. To include it would overestimate the loading on the lower rollers when the 

shovel is sitting empty and tucked.   
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 Following these steps produced the loading profile shown in Figure 26. The 

curvature in both the max digging and full suspended steps were a result of 

reducing the data points to an average. Individual data points result in linear loading 

across the load bearing rollers. Figure 27 shows the calculation of the distribution of 

average loads Figure 27. The mean was then taken to obtain an expected value of 

the load on each roller per cycle. See Appendix C.1 for all phases. 

 

 

Figure 26: Load levels for the rollers in each key dig cycle phase. Position 1 under the counterweight and 

Position 8 at the face. 

 

 

Figure 27: Distribution of roller loads at Position 7 for both the max digging and full suspended phases 
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 The large spikes in the hoist force created problems in analysis. While 

equations [10] and [11] assume that the system is stable, the hoist forces at the 

large spikes were high enough to tip a shovel over. Due to the brief, impact like 

nature of the loads, tipping did not occur and it was assumed that the shovel 

remained stable. The roller loads calculated at the spikes ranged from -2x106 MN to 

6x106 MN, which was incorrect and large enough to obscure the correct results 

calculated elsewhere. The calculated roller forces and the sum of the machine 

weight with the hoist force were compared and revealed that the two forces were 

equal until the ground reactive force was directly under roller position 8 (the most 

forward position), the position at which the discrepancy occurred. To eliminate this 

issue of shovel imbalance, a maximum hoist force was selected at 3 MN which 

placed the ground reactive force slightly behind roller position 8. A hoist force of 

3.13 MN placed the ground reactive force directly under position 8 but was not 

used, as a discrepancy was observed between roller loads and ground reaction 

forces. All hoist forces were capped at 3 MN with the excess added to the force at the 

next data point to maintain the total force observed. The process was repeated for 

the entirety of the data set as shown in Figure 28. 

 

 

Figure 28: Hoist rope forces after flattening at 3 MN 
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 After calculating the loads for each roller position on the shovel, the cube 

root scaling method was then used to determine the lab scaled loading for each 

roller position. The scale factor used in this scaling law was 2.61, the scale difference 

between the diameter of the shovel’s roller (30”) and the test roller (11.5”). See 

section 5.2 for more details on the test roller. 

 

Figure 29: Load levels for each roller position after cube root scaling was applied 

4.2 Field Behaviour to Reproduce 

 The observation of a 4100 XPC shovel in operation (Sunhills Mining, 2015) 

revealed that the movement of the roller on the roller path was as follows: 

 

1. The shovel started in the tucked position. 

2. Immediately upon bucket contact with the face, the roller rolled backwards 

approximately three inches on its tracks, depending on track tension. 

3. The shovel completed a dig. 

4. Upon rotating to dump its load, the shovel rolled forwards to its starting 

point on the tracks. 

5. The shovel dumped, rotated back to the working face, and returned to the 

tucked position. 
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 The roller path loading was assumed to remain constant through the roller 

movement. This assumption holds in Step 2 of the dig cycle but fails in Step 4 if 

evaluating an individual cycle, and only holds if evaluating multiple cycles. At the 

initial stage of Step 4, the shovel was in line with its tracks with the bucket filled. 

The ground reactive forces were focused under the front rollers at this stage (see 

Figure 26). Upon rotation, the loaded bucket passed directly over the toe end of one 

track as it moved to its final position over the truck approximately 90 degrees from 

its original position. While passing over the toe, the forces were focused in the front 

most rollers of that track and are reduced in the rollers of the opposing track - see 

section 6.2.4 for an alternate load profile simulating this behavior. Truck loading is 

performed on both sides of the shovel however, and considering a combination of 

multiple load cycles the assumption of steady load is expected to hold for the trial 

test and proof of concept.  

 

 Figure 30 shows roller path damage rates that were collected from the field. 

As the sample roller paths were made from the A128 E1 alloy, the surface 

deformation was initially high but later reduced to a seemingly linear rate. Because 

the data resolution was poor, it was not known how quickly the initial deformation 

happened in stage 1 of Figure 30, and how much roller path material was lost from 

damage. However, material loss rates observed at later stages could be identified to 

be 0.118 mm/hr for stage 2 and 0.093 mm/hr for stage 3. 
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Figure 30: Reported material loss for A128 E1 roller paths (Adapted from Engineering, 2014) 
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Chapter 5: Apparatus Design, Build, and Assembly 

 The test apparatus, or the mechanical components of the test method, was 

designed to be programmable with a safety factor of two at its weakest point, to 

allow for differing load profiles at a higher magnitude. If the strength of the 

apparatus is required to be increased, the components to first address are the lower 

shuttle plate rollers (safety factor of 2.15, see Section 5.3) and the shuttle plate 

(safety factor of 6.25). See Appendix D for apparatus construction drawings, 

Appendix E for the material specification sheets for the coupons and shuttle plate, 

and Appendix F for the specification sheets for each electrical or hydraulic 

component. 

5.1 Coupons 

 The two primary materials used for the track shoes of the ultra-class shovels 

are an A128E1 high manganese steel alloy, and a 4330 grade steel alloy heat treated 

to between 331 to 388 BHN (Boundary Equipment Co. Ltd., 2014). The A128E1 alloy 

is favored in hard rock mines due to the work-hardening features of the material, 

the 4330 alloy is used primarily in highly abrasive conditions as it is heat treated 

and resistive to abrasion. For the purposes of field verification 4340 and A128 E1 

grade steels were used and are seen in Figure 31. The 4340 coupon was used due to 

availability and heat treated to 360 BHN to match the hardness of the 4330 roller 

path used in the field, performance was expected to be similar. 

 

 

Figure 31: Test coupons, 4340 (left) and A128 E1 (right) – see Appendix D for dimensions 
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 The flutes in the A128 E1 coupon allow the material room to flow from wear 

for the purposes of work-hardening similar to the true roller path. A128 E1 is not 

generally heat treated as extensively prior to active service and instead is worked to 

achieve the hardening process. 

5.2 Main Load Roller 

 The scale of the test model was driven by the size of the roller. Due to 

availability constraints, an 11.5-inch diameter lower load roller from a 1963 

Bucyrus Erie 22-B shovel was selected. The 22-B roller differs from the P&H 4100C 

boss roller as the 4100 roller is made of 4340 grade steel and heat treated to 400 

BHN (Boundary Equipment Co. Ltd., 2014), where the 22-B roller is made of a 

manganese-steel (Bucyrus Erie, 1963). Between heat treatments and past field use, 

the 22-B roller had an estimated hardness of 450 BHN. A 2.5” round shaft 9” in 

length was fabricated to be used as the main roller pin or axle. 

 

 

Figure 32: Main load roller; mounted onto the loading frame (left), and isolated (right) 
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5.3 Lower Apparatus 

 The base apparatus was constructed with eight lower shuttle rollers and two 

brass guides to restrict the motion of the shuttle plate to a single direction as seen in 

Figure 33 and Figure 34. 

 

 

Figure 33: Base apparatus with shuttle removed showing: brass guides [1], lower shuttle rollers [2], and 

base plate [3] 

 

 Four shuttle rollers and one brass guide were mounted to each of the roller 

mounts (see Appendix D). The roller mounts were then attached to the base plate 

(Figure 33) which was then mounted to a Material Testing System Series 793 (MTS) 

loading frame base plate as seen in Figure 34. The apparatus was oriented for the 

shuttle to travel perpendicular to the viewing angle for ease of use and safety (see 

Appendix F.8 for risk assessment). The orientation placed the hydraulic ram on the 

opposing end of the frame from the operator in the event of a failure. The shuttle 

and coupon were then installed on the base apparatus and the primary roller 

attached to the loading cylinder for the MTS frame in line with the shuttle. 

 

1 

1 

2 

3 10 cm 
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Figure 34: Base apparatus with shuttle [1] and coupon [2], installed below the main load roller [3] 

5.4 Hydraulic System for Horizontal Movement 

 For the purposes of matching hardware, imperial units will be used for this 

section. The strength requirements for the system are seen in Table 6. 

 

Table 6: Strength requirements for hydraulics 

Max Main Roller Load 12,650 lbs 

Friction Coefficient* 0.15 

Required Horizontal Force 1,900 lbs 

*Estimated from bushing rating (0.05 – 0.15) 

 

 Selecting a safety factor of 1.5 and a maximum pressure rating of 3,000 psi 

(standard rating for hydraulic rams) the calculated required bore (internal 

diameter) was 1.1 inches. To provide the required force a hydraulic cylinder with a 

1.5” diameter and 9” stroke was selected. The roll speed in the field was measured 

via camera time stamp to be approximately 0.7 in/s, with a total roll distance of 

2.5±0.5 inches. To match this speed, the required volume of hydraulic fluid per 3” 

stroke was calculated to be 5.41 cubic inches based on the 1.5” cylindrical chamber. 

3 

2 

1 

10 cm 
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The required 5.41 cubic inch volume with a 4 second roll time produced a required 

0.7 GMP of hydraulic oil. 

 

 A 1 HP Hydro-Tek power unit was selected with a maximum rating of 3,000 

psi and 0.7 GPM of continuous flow to match the hydraulic ram. A flow rate valve 

was placed on the solenoid valves’ main input line to reduce speed as needed, and a 

secondary flow rate valve was placed on the line leading to the rod end of the ram 

for the purposes of matching retraction speed to extension speed. Retraction 

required a speed reduction as the presence of the rod reduced the available volume 

in the hydraulic chamber and resulted in an increase in retraction speed. Both flow 

rate valves were mounted directly to the solenoid valve on their respective lines and 

the ram placed in line with the coupon/shuttle path (see Figure 35). The active 

running pressures for the hydraulics in this test were read at 500 psi during 

cylinder extension and 2,400 psi during retraction. The increased psi while 

retracting was as a result of the restricted flow rate valve placed to match the speed 

of travel.  

 

 As seen in Figure 35, two u-rods were used to extend the support structure 

beyond the main base plate for use by the hydraulic ram system. At the end of the u-

rods a cross bar was placed, connecting the two rods, and provided a mounting base 

for the ram. The solenoid valve was also placed at the end of the u-rods for 

convenience reasons. The rod end of the ram was then pinned to the shuttle in the 

half-inch mounting hole as seen in Figure 35. 
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Figure 35: Hydraulic ram system: Solenoid valve (1), flow restrictor valves (2), hydraulic ram (3), and 

power unit shown in Figure 36  

 

Figure 36 provides a better view of the power unit used for the horizontal ram 

(lower left corner of Figure 35). 

 

Figure 36: 1 HP Hydro-Tek power unit (pump) 

5.5 Electronics 

 An electronic system was used to control the horizontal ram from the MTS 

system and included the following (for specification sheets see Appendix F): 

1 

2 

2 

3

  
2 
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 Hydac Solenoid Valve (WK10G-1) 

 E-Switch Limit Switch (LS-085-15-06-F045-C1-A) 

 OMRON Relay (G2R-1--SD12S) 

 MTS Flex Test control unit 

 

 The wiring for the electrical system can be seen in Appendix F.6 and F.7. 

Appendix F.6 represents the sensory system and includes the limit switches that are 

mounted on each end of the shuttle plate listed as LS1 and LS2. LS1 was mounted on 

the ram end of the shuttle and LS2 on the free end. At each end a stopper was placed 

mounted magnetically to the loading frames base plate. As the shuttle moved in 

either direction the limit switch would press into the stopper and be triggered. Full 

details on the program used to control this motion will be listed later in this section. 

 

 Appendix F.7 represents the ram control system and includes two power 

supplies, two power relays, and a 3-position solenoid valve. The solenoid valve was 

powered by the 24 volt power supply. While unpowered the valve remained in the 

neutral position, feeding the hydraulic oil directly back to the pump, bypassing the 

ram. The two relays are used to power the solenoid valve in either the S1 or S2 coils. 

Powering the S1 coil directed oil to the rod end of the ram and caused it to retract. 

Powering the S2 coil directed oil to the base end and caused the ram to extend. The 

relays were controlled using the 12 volt system and the flex test control unit. In the 

MTS program, turning the digital output 1 to “high” would trigger the relay 

controlling S1 and retract the ram. Digital output 2 extended the ram. 
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5.6 Bracing and Stability 

 The main platform of the MTS loading frame required stabilization. While 

able to support high loads, it was adjustable with little effort. Unfortunately, because 

of the cycling horizontal loading the platform would slowly adjust in tilt and 

rotation. To prevent adjustment it was secured to the foundations T-slots using 

threaded rods and bolts (Figure 37). The threaded rods also allowed for minor 

adjustments to be made to the tilt of the platform to align the coupon with the roller. 

Alignment was done by tightening one side of rods or the other. 

 

 

Figure 37: T-Slot stabilizers for leveling and fixing the platform 

 

 While trial testing, it was observed that the horizontal movement of the 

coupon caused a horizontal flexing of the main load cylinder. Additionally over 

several load cycles the MTS load cylinder would rotate, causing the main roller to 

rotate out of alignment with the path of the coupon. A brace was added to prevent 

both issues, bracing the roller and the load cylinder to which it was mounted against 

the main supports of the MTS frame and can be seen in Figure 38. The brace added 

to one side only to counter the flexing of the load cylinder under high load. Should 

the test load be changed in the future to a high load in both directions of shuttle 

movement, bracing should be added to both sides. This brace also prevented the 
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main cylinder from rotating in its load cell by bracing both supporting walls of the 

main roller frame as seen in Figure 38.  

 

 

Figure 38: Horizontal brace to prevent horizontal movement and cylindrical rotation of the primary 

roller 

5.7 MTS Program 

 The MTS program was setup to begin by resetting the coupon to a starting 

position prior to proceeding with the test. The data limit detector in step one was 

put in place as a precautionary measure should the limit stops on the shuttle fail and 

the coupon be pushed out from under the roller. The data limit detector was set to 

trigger should the roller move 5 mm below the original coupon surface elevation 

with the intent on increasing this limit if required due to roller path material loss. 

The program was setup as follows and can be seen in Figure 39. 

1. Data Limit Detector – A safety module set to trigger at 5mm below the 

original roller path surface to stop the MTS frame should the roller fall off the 

end of the coupon 

2. Home Start – initiated the retraction of the horizontal ram 

3. Home Switch – watched for the shuttle to reach the starting position (trigger 

of limit switch 1) 
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4. Home Stop – stopped the retraction of the ram upon the trigger of the home 

switch in step 3 

5. Ramp Base – ramped the load up to the base value (17 kN) 

6. Loop – The remainder of the test occurred within this loop 

1. Ramp Peak – ramped the load up to the peak value (112.6 kN) 

2. Ramp High – ramped the load down to the high value (96.2 kN) 

3. Extend Start – began the extension of the horizontal ram 

4. End Switch – watched for the shuttle to reach the end position (trigger 

of limit switch 2) 

5. Extend Stop – stopped the extension of the ram upon the trigger of 

End Switch in step 4 

6. Ramp to Low – ramped the load down to the base value (17kN) 

7. Retract Start – began the retraction of the horizontal ram 

8. Home Switch – watches for the shuttle to reach the starting or home 

position (trigger of limit switch 1) 

9. Retract Stop – stopped the retraction of the ram upon the trigger of 

the home switch in step 8 

7. Return to zero – upon completion of 2880 cycles (8 hours of testing) the loop 

ended and the roller was lifted 1cm off the coupon 
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Figure 39: Screenshot of the program used for running the MTS frame 

5.8 Operation of Test Apparatus 

 As mentioned in Section 4.2, the shovel rollers did not move on the roller 

path while digging or dumping of its bucket. The rolling occurred prior to digging 

and dumping while the load was relatively constant. To mimic this observed rolling 

behavior, the loading frame was programmed to wait for the coupon to be 

completed before the load is ramped up or down as seen in Section 5.7. The target 

profile is represented in Figure 40, and is described as: 

 Under a load of 17kN, the coupon is moved under the roller a total of 2.5 

inches – corresponding to initial roll while the shovel is empty and tucked. 

 The coupon is held stationary while the load ramps up to a peak of  112.6kN 

and back down to 93kN – corresponding to the active dig of the shovel. 

 The load is held constant at 93kN while the coupon is moved back to its 

starting position – corresponding to the roller movement during the rotation 

of the shovel. 

 The coupon is held constant while the load is reduced to its original low of 

17kN – corresponding to the shovel dumping its load into the truck. 

 

 

Figure 40: Desired load profile and coupon positioning for the test 
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Figure 41: Actual load cycle and vertical displacement of loading ram with a sample rate of 4 per second. 

 

 It can be seen in Figure 41 that while the force is held constant the vertical 

displacement does not. The main load roller was not perfectly round and was 

expected to be the primary cause of the roughness of the vertical displacement. 

Variability was introduced in the system by rotating the roller to a new position 

every testing session. Should complete automation be required the MTS frame could 

be programed to rotate the main roller through a series of ram extensions while 

lifting the main roller off the coupon for the ram retraction. The rotation module 

could be added prior to or after the loop as set in Section 5.7. 

 

The variability in the vertical displacement in Figure 41 was not directly seen as 

problematic, it does however verify the un-rounded shape of the roller. The un-

uniform roller profile reduced the contact area and increased contact stress 

between the roller and the roller path. See Section 6.2.3 for further details. 
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Chapter 6: Results and Discussion 

6.1 Results 

6.1.1 Apparatus Performance 

 The overall performance of the apparatus was as expected and without issue. 

The load did not exceed the apparatus strength, and the chosen hydraulic system 

moved the coupon close to the desired velocities. Table 7 shows the required 

hydraulic pressure. The resulting speed of the coupon, measured using loading 

frame wait times, was 0.038 m/s, falling short of the target 0.045 m/s by 17%. The 

total horizontal coefficient of friction for the system, calculated from the hydraulic 

pressures, was 0.07. 

 

Table 7: Required hydraulic pressure for horizontal movement of coupon. 

Push (frame load = 93kN) 500 psi 

Pull (frame load = 17 kN 2,400 psi* 

* A flow restrictor was placed on the hydraulic line to reduce the speed of retraction 

resulting in a higher pressure 

 

 The paint or coating of the lower black shuttle rollers was removed 

throughout the test, leaving a polished surface. No further damage was seen and the 

rollers never exceeded 39% of their maximum rated load. The load was not 

perfectly distributed however, as one side of the roller set had a small zone of 

unpolished surface, as shown in Figure 42, and is likely due to roller misalignment. 

Similarly, the bottom of the shuttle plate sustained little visible damage. The area in 

contact with the lower rollers darkened in color – likely from the roller paint – with 

the side corresponding to the unpolished roller zone taking on less discoloration. 

The brass guides were worn faster than expected with each more than 50 grams of 

material over the course of the test duration (see Table 8). The brass shavings 

required regular cleaning, as they would contaminate the roller faces, creating an 

uneven contact surface and higher stress zones between the shuttle and the shuttle 
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rollers. See Section 6.2.1 for further discussion on design changes to address the 

concerns surrounding the brass guides. 

 

 

Figure 42: Brass shavings after one day of testing (large red arrows) and the shuttle roller unpolished 

zone (small blue arrows). 

 

Table 8: Mass of brass guide material before and after testing. 

Guide Number Starting Mass (g)* Finishing Mass (g) Mass Loss (g) 

Brass Guide 1 820.83 770.46 50.37 

Brass Guide 2 820.83 764.32 56.51 

* As the guide wear wasn’t foreseen to be an issue, the original guides were not 

weighed prior to testing. A replacement set was made to identical specifications 

with masses of 820.98 and 820.68. The reported starting mass is an estimate based 

on the average of the two replacement guides. 

 

6.1.2 Wear Rate 

 The duration of the test was 76122 load cycles. Each load cycle consisted of 
one loop outlined in Section 5.7 and represented one dig cycle of the shovel in the 
field. Table 9 compares the duration of the lab and field tests.  
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Table 9: Test Duration. 

Cycles 76,122 

Lab Hours 213 

Equivalent Field Hours 1,189.4 

Field Roller Path Life 25,000 

Progress to Failure Point* 4.8% 

*By completed field hours 

 

 The material lost through the course of the test did not reach the expected 

values. The loss rate will be discussed further in “6.2.2 Testing Accuracy.” See Table 

10 below for a complete breakdown of expected and achieved material lost. 

 

Table 10: Test and Field Comparison. 

Test Mass Lost 1.67 g 

Test Volume Lost 0.21 cm3 

Test Volume Lost (scaled to field level) 3.78 cm3 

Field Volume Lost 34.58 cm3 

Damage Rate Achieved in Lab* 10.9%  

*When compared to rates observed on the shovel 

 

 Where the field volume lost is the volume of material lost pro-rated to the 

test cycle count.  
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Figure 43: Actual and expected lab volume lost volume lost comparison for the first 76,000 cycles; the 

expected rate was taken from stage [1] of Figure 30, and assumed a linear loss of material. 

 

 The roller and roller path contact stresses initially peaked at 808 and 740 

MPa while respectively stationary and rolling, but reduced to 570 and 522 MPa as 

the contact area between the roller and roller path increased through the test (see 

section 6.2.3). 

 

6.1.3 Dry Rolling Wear 

 Abrasive debris were not added to this iteration of the test apparatus to first 

allow for discovery of design flaws; therefore, all damage and material loss to the 

roller path was due to the dry roller on roller path interaction. Figure 44 shows the 

wear across the roller path. Because of the mismatch in the roller and roller path 

profiles (see section 6.2.1 and 6.2.3 for details), the center of the roller path 

indicates the initial stages of damage, and the outer zones represent a more 

developed stage of roller path damage. 
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Figure 44: Complete roller path section, at 8x and 16x magnification, arrow indicates direction of roll 

(Nychka, 2016). 

 

Where each zone in Figure 44 indicates a stage in the development of roller path 

damage (Nychka, 2016): 

1. An undamaged zone with a single abrasive or ploughing scar, likely from 

debris generated in Stage 6. 

2. Denting develops, likely from contamination of particles between roller and 

roller path. 

3. Berms develop from plastic deformation around the dents, indicated from 

the wavy pattern in this region. 

4. The berms flatten in line with the roller path; they become very thin flakes 

and may overlap resembling a fish-scale texture, see also Figures 45 and 46. 

5. More flattened berms. 

6. Deformation of berms (now flakes) reach failure limit and break off through 

shear or fracture, adding debris to the roller path and leaving a pit behind, 

starting the process over. 

7. Ploughing scratches formed as the roller compresses the debris created in 

Stage 6. A crack is also seen, likely due to surface shear crack growth as 

described in Section 2.5. 
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Figure 45: Composite image (16x magnification) of the flattened berm zone on the roller path 

showcasing a thin flake peeling off the surface.  

 

 Figure 45 shows the flattened berm zone on the roller path with a large flake 

curling upwards about to fracture loose. The flattened berms overlap each other, 

many are beginning to curl upwards, preparing to fracture or spall off the surface. A 

clearer image of the large flake and immediate surrounding area can be seen in 

Figure 46. 

 

 

Figure 46: Single image of the flattened berm zone featuring the large flake at 16x magnification. 
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6.2 Discussion 

6.2.1 Observed Problems and Proposed Solutions of the Apparatus 

 An early goal was to achieve unsupervised testing to allow for testing over 

nights and weekends, but this was not realized with the current iteration of the test 

apparatus. The following recommendations would address the known issues 

preventing unsupervised operation. 

1. Replace the brass guides with a three-quarter inch track roller, similar to the 

lower shuttle rollers. 

2. Add a data detection module to the MTS program, watching for major and 

repeated deviations from the target load and terminate the program when 

triggered. 

3. Add a signal out module to the MTS program, sending the stop command to 

the horizontal ram when the previous module is triggered. 

4. Add a data limit module to the MTS program to trigger the stop signal if it 

took more than 10 seconds for the ram to complete the extension or 

retraction.  

5. Add a webcam to watch the test and take photos of the coupon, and a remote 

desktop client to the MTS control computer for remote monitoring. 

6. Add a remote emergency stop function. 

7. Instruct the operator to conduct remote periodic checks on the test while 

away. 

8. Machine the roller to give uniform profile and to match the coupon’s roller 

path radius. 

 

 Many of the known operational concerns were produced from the material 

loss to the brass guides and the loading frame being out of calibration. Prior to 

calibration, the MTS frame would occasionally and rapidly oscillate the load, 

continually over correcting itself until the load dropped to below approximately 40 

kN. Calibrating the frame solved the issue, but adding a data-limit detector is 

recommended should the frame fall out of calibration. The brass guides wore down 
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more than was expected and resulted in brass shavings that got under the shuttle 

and into the rollers, as seen in Figure 42. The chosen rollers were sealed to prevent 

contaminating their bearing systems, but the brass got in between the rollers and 

the shuttle, introducing an uneven contact surface and high stress zones. Due to the 

contamination, the brass and rollers were cleaned once per day or seven hours of 

testing time. If testing is conducted full time (24 hours per day, seven days a week) 

it is required to reduced or eliminated the need for such cleaning. 

 

 Another symptom of the brass wear was the widening of the allowable path 

for the shuttle. Widening the path permitted the coupon to deviate from the 

intended position and resulted in the roller exiting the roller path, increasing 

contact stress on one side but reducing it on the other. Additionally, the shuttle was 

no longer in line with the ram, resulting in heightened friction between the shuttle 

and guide, and an acceleration of the wear on the brass guides. Increasing the 

friction between the guide and shuttle resulted in a skipping motion and uneven 

material loss. Removing the brass guides and introducing a three-quarter-inch roller 

would solve both issues. Placing one roller in each mounting hole for the brass 

guides would be sufficient. Some modification and rethreading to the holes may be 

required. An example of a suitable roller can be found in Appendix A. 

 

 The remaining steps to improve the apparatus are to increase loading 

frame’s ability to recognize and react properly to unforeseen issues. For example, 

Recommendation 2 at the beginning of this section was based on personal 

observation. It was seen that most problems, such as excessive wear on the brass 

guides, were accompanied by an oscillation in the load as the frame reacted to the 

changing condition. Some deviation must be allowed: it was common for the load 

feedback to read a single point well outside the target load, and may occur several 

times a day. The reason for the load deviations was unknown, but were assumed to 

be sensory and were not addressed. The deviations occurred across a single data 
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point and often failed to register on the output screen. Therefore, the test did not 

need to be shut down, but may warrant a further check.   

 

6.2.2 Testing Accuracy 

 As mentioned previously the test produced 10.9% the required wear rates to 

match those seen in the field. Because of the reduced wear rate, the test lasted for 

4.8% of the cycles required to reach failure but only removed 0.52% of the required 

volume. The wear rate was likely due to the following reasons, ranked in order of 

probable severity: 

1. The debris or material that would normally be found in the field were not 

included in the first iteration (e.g. bitumen). 

2. The load levels were too low. 

3. The coupon became unstable as mentioned in 6.2.1. 

4. The test used 4340 steel instead of 4330 steel. 

 

 As part of the test, it was assumed that material loss rates of 4330 and 4340 

were comparable. To prove the accuracy of the test apparatus, it was necessary to 

reproduce known wear rates as seen on the shovel roller path. Data was obtained 

for a P&H 2700 XPB and 2800 XPA. Both shovels use the same 72” shoe made from 

A128 E1 Hadfield Steel (Boundary Equipment Co. Ltd., 2014). Due to supplier 

restrictions on 4330 grade steel, coupons of 4340 grade steel were used; this steel 

has similar traits and was more readily accessible. Inaccuracies may be introduced 

with this change such as a change in fatigue or abrasion resistance, and therefore 

further investigation for a source of 4330 material should be conducted.  

 

 The damage rate recorded in the lab was 10.9% the rate observed in the field 

data (Section 4.2) assuming linear wear rates. The trial test was 4.8% in length and 

resulted in 0.5% volume lost when compared to a shovel. A specific correction could 

not be determined with confidence; additional testing is required. Considering the 

volume lost however, it was assumed that the lab scale test performed more slowly 
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than required to match the field. The current test iteration lacked the input of 

debris, which is likely the driving cause of the reduced damage rate as shown in 

Figure 43. Adding debris such as sand or bitumen would increase the rate of 

material loss to the roller path, but at an unknown level. Using a sensitivity analysis 

to include debris on the roller path would provide insight about the effect of 

contamination on roller path life. Determining the sensitivity of the roller path to 

debris could provide information about specific concentrations of roller path 

contamination for estimating the damage effects at a specific mine site. 

 

 Along with adding debris to the roller path to achieve a 1:1 cycle 

representation from lab to field, it may be necessary to increase the loads. As the 

test run only reached 0.5% volume loss on the roller path to reach failure, it was 

unreasonable to predict load increase with confidence. The stress analysis shown in 

6.2.3 can assist in predicting required load level changes. It should also be noted 

that for the test run, the load profile of roller position 7 was used, as seen in Figure 

47. Roller position 1, which resides at the back of the shovel, experienced a similar 

load profile with a high rolling load of 96.8 kN compared to 93.2 kN at position 7. 

The points at which rolling occurred on the roller path were when the bucket made 

initial contact with the ground, and while rotating with the bucket suspended and 

full of material. It should be noted however that the forces indicated in Figure 47 are 

skewed towards roller position 8, as a the shovel’s hoist motor was assumed to have 

a 100% efficiency, where in actuality it is at 86%. The true efficiency was 

determined late in the course of this research and the resulting roller forces can be 

seen in Figure 48, but were not used in the development and initial operation of the 

test method. Table 11 compares the roller forces between the two efficiency ratings. 

 

Table 11: Sample load comparison between efficiencies 

Efficiency 100%  86% 

Roller 7 Full Suspended (kN) 93.2 82.1 

Roller 6 Full Suspended (kN) 60.5 61.7 
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Figure 47: Loads at each roller position for key phases of the dig cycle 

 

 

Figure 48: Loads at each roller position with a hoist motor efficiency of 86% 

 

 The most noticeable difference in changing the hoist motor efficiency to 86% 

is the reduction in the extreme loads on the front rollers at positions 7 & 8. The 

roller positions 1 – 6 remain similar between both efficiencies. The implications this 

efficiency change would have on the test which, focused on roller position 7, is a 

peak load value increase of 7% to 120.6 kN, a high load decrease of 11.9% to 82.1 

kN, and a base load decrease of 10.3% to 15.2 kN. The damage done to the rolling 

zone would be decreased, but there would be an increase in fatigue damage where 

the roller path experiences the peak load. 
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6.2.3 Stress Analysis 

 Stress analysis was performed to learn about the damage caused directly by 

the loading of the roller on the roller path. Equations [12] and [13] (Bamberg, 2006) 

were used to determine contact area and peak contact stresses. 

 

 𝜌𝑚𝑎𝑥 =
2𝐹

𝜋𝑏𝐿
 [12] 
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Where: 

 ρ = Contact stress 

 F = Contact force 

 L = Contact length 

 b = Contact half-width 

 E = Modulus of elasticity 

 v = Poisson’s ratio 

 R = Radius of cylinder 

 

 R2 was set to infinity to represent a flat roller path surface as opposed to a 

cylinder. The contact length (L) changed dynamically throughout the test. Initial 

coupon design matched the curvature to a measured profile on the roller. The roller 

surface curvature was not consistent and did not match the coupon initially, 

requiring a break in the phase. A break in phase may also be required in the field, 

but would vary in length between individual track systems. Machining the roller 

into a continuous profile is recommended for future tests to increase its consistency, 

repeatability, and to make it more representative of multiple roller and roller path 

arrangements. In Figure 49 the progression in roller and roller path contact area is 

shown. The correlated progression of contact stress is shown in Figure 50. 
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Figure 49: Coupon roller-path contact area through test. 1) Unworn coupon with initial contact outlined 

2) Partially worn coupon 3) Coupon after 76,000 cycles, approaching full roller path contact 4) Green 

highlights denote cracks, folds, and damage  

 

 

Figure 50: Stress levels experienced at each point labeled in Figure 49 

 

 Calculated contact stress levels between the roller and roller path are shown 

in Table 12. 

Table 12: Roller and roller path contact stresses (MPa) 

Initial Stationary 808 

A 

B 

C 

Initial (L) Final (L) 
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Initial Rolling 740 

Final Stationary 570 

Final Rolling 522 

Full Contact Stationary 500 

Full Contact 457 

4340 Yield Strength > 760* 

4340 Endurance Limit 500** 

*(Boundary Equipment Co. Ltd., 2014)     ** (eFatigue, 2016) 

 

 While initial contact stresses far exceeded the endurance limit of the roller 

path, stresses assuming full roller path contact reduced to below the endurance 

limit while moving, and matched it while stationary. Equations [12] and [13] 

(Bamberg, 2006) were used to evaluate contact stresses for a P&H 4100C Boss at 

roller position 7 and resulted in 802 MPa while stationary and 730 MPa while 

moving. The inequality between contact stresses may be attributed to the 

calculation method. Equations [12] and [13] assume pure elastic deformation. While 

the roller path achieved a yield strength of 760 MPa or greater (Boundary 

Equipment Co. Ltd., 2014) through heat treatment, some plastic deformation was 

required in the formation and flattening of the berms seen in Figure 44. Further 

investigation into the direct contact stress is recommended to determine the 

continued use of the cube root scaling method, or an adoption of a different method, 

for future work. Assuming a pure elastic deformation, a load increase of 2.7x may be 

required to match the lab and field stresses. As mentioned in Chapter 5, the 

apparatus’s part with the lowest factor of safety was the lower shuttle rollers at 

2.15. Should a load increase be required it may be necessary to replace the lower 

shuttle rollers. A suitable replacement can be found in Appendix A. 

 

6.2.4 Alternate Load Profiles 

 The load profile assumed for the test run of the apparatus held the load 

constant while moving the coupon. In the field, after the shovel completed the dig 
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cycle, it rotated its body to dump the load in a truck that was typically parked 

alongside the shovel. Through the rotation, the distribution of loads changed on the 

rollers as seen in Figure 51. Passing the loaded bucket over a corner of the tracks 

increased the rollers’ load in that corner. The shovel counterweight at the same time 

passed over the opposite corner of the tracks, resulting in a similar effect. The loads 

experienced by rollers elsewhere in the track system were reduced. For 

simplification, it was assumed in the test run that because the shovel rotated in both 

directions equally, the loads would balance and could be held continuous. A more 

detailed load profile, which may be required, is shown in Figure 52. No 

modifications to the apparatus would be required for a dynamically changing load 

profile. 

 

 

 

Figure 51: Effect of shovel rotation on track roller load (Adapted from Marek, 2006) 
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Figure 52: Load profiles of the two rollers at positions 7 and 8 during shovel rotation 

 

6.2.5 Toenailing and Material Flow 

 To allow for track flexibility, gaps are placed between the roller paths of each 

shoe in the field. As the roller moves off the shoe and crosses the gap, the stress 

concentration increases at the roller path ends, and results in material flowing 

towards and extending beyond the end of the roller path. The effect, called 

toenailing, causes the paths of adjacent shoes to collide as the track flexes from use, 

and increases the stress and damage throughout the system. During the set-up of 

the test apparatus, while the MTS program was being developed, the coupon was 

moved out from under the roller. While leaving the roller path was unintentional, 

the instance showed a possibility of the toenailing effect (see Figures 53 and 54). It 

may be possible to recreate toenailing using a modified coupon design, possibly 

with a notch cut out of the middle of the roller path. 
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Figure 53: Possible toenailing re-creation (left) compared to unworn coupon (right) 

 

 

Figure 54: Possible toenailing re-creation, top view at 8x magnification 

 

 Possible re-creation of the toe-nailing effect was further supported in Figure 

55. From the lighting, it can be seen that the worn zone is built up higher in 

elevation than the original surface. Because the roller stopped before reaching the 

edge of the coupon, the roller path material did not flow off the edge, but build up at 

the end point of the wear zone. This flow was because of the creation of berms, and 

folding them over in line with the rollers movement. The folding and flattening of 

the berms is indicated by the fish-scale like pattern, in the worn zone of Figure 55. 

This particular zone is exaggerated from the addition of the material from the wear 

scare located at the top of the figure. The scar formed in the initial setup, prior to 

bracing the loading frame, and its material was pushed down into the roller path, 

2.5 cm 
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where it flowed outwards, to the edge of the roller path, through the toenailing 

effect as described earlier. 

 

 

Figure 55: Edge of roller path wear zone at 16x magnification. The arrows indicate the flow path of 

material, and the light source is located to the left of the sample. 

 

6.2.6 Test Length 

 It was impractical to run a test with a duration equivalent to the average 

roller path life as observed on a shovel. The test length had to be reduced while still 

producing damage similar to that seen on a shovel roller path.  To satisfy this 

requirement the following were not modeled into the test method: 

 

1. Operator lunch and coffee breaks or crew changes. 

2. Expected or planned downtime for maintenance. 

3. Unexpected downtime for maintenance. 

4. Idle time while waiting for trucks. 

 

 The cycle time for each dig could also be truncated or reduced. It was 

expected that the leading cause of damage was the roller moving under a high load 

across the roller path. All non-essential moments were removed or reduced from 

Roll Direction 
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the dig cycle, as seen in Figure 56.  Truncating the dig cycle reduced the total time of 

one cycle from 45 to 10 seconds. The combination of ignoring shovel down time and 

unessential cycle time reduced the overall roller path life from 25,000 hours as seen 

in the field to a lab life of 670. 

 

 

Figure 56: Truncation of dig cycle, red = removed, yellow = reduced 

 

  As mentioned in Section 6.1, the trial test spanned eight weeks and resulted 

in 76,122 completed cycles over a space of 213 hours. The rate of material loss to 

the coupon roller path in the lab was recorded to be 10.9% of the rate seen on the 

shovel roller path in the field (0.28cm3 vs 2.6cm3 respectively per 100,000 cycles), 

assuming linear wear rates. Using the following steps, the rates recorded in the lab 

may be increased to match the observed rates seen in the field. These steps were 

mentioned previously, but are reiterated here for emphasis. 

 

1. Testing 24 hours a day, seven days a week unsupervised would increase the 

test rate by 4.8x. For this study, testing was done a maximum of seven hours 

per day. 

2. Debris, dirt, or sand should be added to introduce abrasive and gouging 

wear. 

3. The load profile should be adjusted to match the field damage 1:1. 
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 If followed these aforementioned methods are expected to match the roller 

path material lost rates in the lab to the rates in the field, and reduce the total time 

to fail a coupon from 168 weeks to 4 weeks. It is recommended that load 

adjustments be made only after the addition of debris, as it is expected for debris 

will make up the majority of the difference between observed field and lab damage 

rates. Regardless of steps taken to reduce test lengths and increase automation, 

general maintenance of the apparatus will be required periodically. Maintenance 

and operation will be discussed further in Section 8.3.2. Test length may be subject 

to change based on the shovel type and digging conditions. 
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Chapter 7: Conclusions and Future Work 

7.1 Conclusion 

 While basic function of the test method has been established, some 

improvements and calibration are required before active testing can occur. 

Resolving problems that manifested during the initial testing run and preparing for 

potential future unseen issues are key, as these steps will make it possible to 

conduct both supervised and unsupervised tests. The following steps are 

recommendations based on the first test run: 

 

1. Replace brass guides with three-quarter-inch rollers. 

2. Add modules to the MTS program to watch for various issues as mentioned 

in 6.2.1, and shutdown not only the MTS but the horizontal ram as well. 

3. Add a webcam and remote emergency stop for remote checkup. 

 

 While the three steps outlined would eliminate the known issues, general 

checkups should be required for periodic maintenance, such as rotating the main 

and lower shuttle rollers for re-lubricating the bushing and bearings, weighing the 

sample, and taking other readings as desired for test purposes. A checkup would 

also include inspecting for unknown problems. Following these steps would allow 

testing to be completed in a maximum of four weeks without the expense of 

producing a full track system.  

 

 All objectives listed in chapter 3 were met with the exception of those 

involving roller path contamination, abrasive damage, and gouging damage. It is 

expected adding debris to the roller path will accelerate the damage done 

considerably, though the exact amount remains to be discovered. The damage done 

by the debris is expected to progress faster than the wear seen in the Dry Rolling 

section (6.1.3) and therefore reduce the amount of berms and flakes seen on the 

surface. Another objective that may require further work is validating the use of the 
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cube root scaling method and determining the exact loads to use in the test. While 

the rolling contact stress remains below the yield strength of the roller path, some 

plastic deformation is occurring; therefore, investigation into the direct contact 

stress assuming elastic-plastic deformation may be needed. While the calculated 

stress reduced throughout the test as the contact area increased (as seen in section 

6.2.3), the wear rate of the roller path did not, but remained relatively constant (see 

Figure 43). It is therefore recommended that priority is given to 24 hour operation 

and the addition of debris contamination, and continuing the analysis of stress and 

wear rates afterwards. 

7.2 Future Work 

 Future work recommendations are, first, to improve the test apparatus as 

outlined in sections 7.1 and 6.2.1; and, second, to further develop the method of 

breaking down hoist data into roller loads. 

 

 The current iteration of the apparatus design tests the roller path for rolling 

contact fatigue and cyclic fatigue. Future work priorities should focus on: 

1. Adding debris (sand sized particles, bitumen, or mine-specific ground 

material) to the roller path and developing a sensitivity analysis. 

2. Improving the apparatus to allow unsupervised testing. 

3. Adjusting the load profiles, if required, to match field damage rates. 

4. Comparison of microscopic damage between a worn field shoe and lab 

coupon to assist in adjustments to load profile and debris contamination. 

 

 Modifications could be made to permit testing the entire track system. 

Adding a tray on the shuttle in place of the coupon would allow rocks and dirt to be 

placed underneath a set of linked shoes. Such a set-up would allow the shoes to flex 

as seen in the field. Periodic disturbance of the ground material would be required 

to avoid ruts or settlement. 
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 Developing the data analysis method used in this research could allow mine 

operations to regularly monitor live loading on roller paths. The periodic 

monitoring of loads could then be used to predict the remaining life of the roller 

path. Should extending the life of the roller path in this manner prove to be 

impractical, an analysis such as the one conducted for this study could at minimum, 

provide a predictable end-of-life date for budgeting purposes. 
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Appendices 

Appendix A: Part Recommendation for Design Improvements 

1. To replace the brass guides a set of ¾ inch diameter rollers are 

recommended. The roller found on this web page would be a suitable 

candidate: http://www.mcmaster.com/#cam-followers/=10n003k 

It is capable of sustaining a load of 1,600 Lbs at maximum rotation and 2,000 

or 4,100 Lbs at no rotation depending on the model used. These 

specifications exceed the required strength of approximately 400 Lbs while 

moving. 

 

2. A suitable lower shuttle roller replacement candidate is the High-load variant 

of the currently used roller found at McMaster-Carr: 

http://www.mcmaster.com/#cam-followers/=117kku7  

The roller is capable of 16,000 lbs (vs the currently used rollers at 8,000)  

and of the same diameter (2.5”). The roller support may require re-

threading. 

  

http://www.mcmaster.com/#cam-followers/=10n003k
http://www.mcmaster.com/#cam-followers/=117kku7
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Appendix B: Apparatus Progression 

 

 

Figure 57: Apparatus Version 1 

 

 Initial plans were to use a small 4 inch roller attached to an electronic motor 

as shown in Figure 57. This setup would allow for easy switching of the coupon and 

rollers to test different hardness’. There were two major flaws with this design 

however, the first being the fixed coupon position and the second being the extreme 

scale. While the static coupon was fixable using a small rail system, the scale was the 

critical reason for stopping the test design as any errors would be compounded. It 

was decided to go bigger in order to increase the testing confidence. 
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Figure 58: Apparatus Version 2 

 

 The second version design for the system was to have a fixed coupon 

mounted on the baseplate of the MTS loading frame, a double axel roller (as shown 

in Figure 58) would be mounted in the loading ram. The roller was designed to be 8 

inches in diameter and was to be pushed back and forth using the same electric 

motor that was to be used in version 1 of the design. This design failed in that the 

motor was not capable of pushing the roller back to the center position once it left. 

Additionally a roller from a drill rig by was made available. While this drill rig roller 

was ultimately not used (in favor of the Bucyrus 22-B roller), the possibility of using 

a true roller of similar properties as the shovel lower load roller directly influenced 

the decision to move beyond apparatus version 2. 
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Figure 59: apparatus Version 3 

 

 In an attempt to cut the costs of the project, version 3 utilized two hydraulic 

pistons as springs once combined with a hydraulic accumulator. This design 

mounted the track coupon above the cylinders on the angled beam. As the loading 

frame pushed down the beam would rotate causing the point of contact on the 

coupon to move. It was discovered geometrically that due to the non-zero radius of 

the roller, the required length of roll was not practicably achievable. 
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Figure 60: Apparatus Version 4A 

 

 Apparatus version 4A was a minor concept design, drawn to test the idea of 

having the MTS loading frame directly move the coupon instead of having a separate 

system. 

 

 

Figure 61: Apparatus Version 4B 

 

 Version 4B was considered to be the final design. It utilized the 

piston/accumulator spring setup as version 3 did to create a vertical movement 

with the changing loads. The frame surrounding the pistons would be linked to the 

shuttle, causing the shuttle to move exactly with the changing loads in the frame. As 
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the pistons were compressed the frame would lower pushing on the links which 

would move the shuttle/coupon out. Similar for the reverse scenario. After a site 

visit (Sunhills Mining, 2015), it was determined that this test was not representative 

of the real world scenario due to the motion and the loading being so directly tied 

together. 

 

 

Figure 62: Apparatus Version 5 – Concept 

 

 

Figure 63: Apparatus Version 5 – Working Prototype 
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 The final design removed the need of having the frame directly control 

everything and returned to using a separate system for coupon movement. Using a 

hydraulic ram attached to the shuttle in Figure 62, the coupon would be pushed 

back and forth under the frame mounted roller. The MTS software, using trigger 

points in the load cycles to initiate the movement of the coupon, controlled the ram. 

Using this system the motion of the coupon could be programed, allowing for the 

coupon to be pushed or held in place independent of the actual motion or loading 

from the MTS frame. The decision for independent control of load and coupon 

movement came as a field study at Sunhills Mining revealed the rocking action on 

the track occurred when the load was constant, and was held rigid while the shovel 

was actively digging or dumping its load it.  
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Appendix C:  Additional Notes 

C.1 Lower Roller Field Loading Profiles 

 Below are shown the load levels experienced by each roller position for each 

phase of the dig cycle. Data for eight dig cycles were represented with the error bars 

representing the minimum and maximum average load. Roller position 1 was to the 

heel (rear) of the shovel under the counterweight, and roller position 8 was at the 

toe (front) of the shovel. The phase with the widest range of roller loading was the 

“Full Suspended Phase” as each load was unique in the data. Lower suspended loads 

represented a partially loaded bucket, while higher suspended loads represented a 

fully loaded bucket. The phase with the narrowest range was the empty suspended 

phase because the bucket would always weigh the same while empty. The only 

variation from the empty bucket weight would be in the event of carry back 

material. The distribution on the max digging phase was likely due to the required 

hoist force on each dig, varying with material density, ground penetration, or dig 

speed. The distribution on the empty tucked phase was likely due to how far into the 

tucked position the bucket was taken before beginning the next dig cycle. Other 

factors not considered here may also contribute (e.g. presence of large rocks). 
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C.2 Operation of MTS Frame 

 This section will be used as a safe work procedure for day to day operation of 

the MTS loading frame. 

1. Turn on the pump bank and run on low pressure for warmup. 

2. At the control computer select “New Specimen” and rename it appropriately 

(This step only required for day to day comparison or data collection). 

3. Turn on the small pump for the horizontal ram, first making sure the 

solenoid valve is set to neutral (Digital Outputs in Figure 65 turned to the 

“Off” position). The pump is turned on with the light switch on the desk next 

to the monitor. 

4. After 10 minutes turn the main pumps to high pressure 

5. Engage the power then the pressure on the MTS frame indicated by the HPU 

and HSM 1 settings respectively. Set to low until stable and switch to high. 

See Figure 64. 

a. Off is stage 1 (one red line) 

b. Low is stage 2 (two orange lines) 

c. High is stage 3 (three green lines) 

6. Using the “Manual Controls” panel in Figure 65, lift the main roller off the 

coupon by setting it to -17 (Negative direction is up, or retracted) 

7. Spin the main roller a few rotations to spread around the lubrication. The 

operational rotation of the main roller is 15 degrees and risks pushing the 

grease out of position. 

8. Position the roller at a random point with the hatched side downwards if 

using the 4340 coupon, or upwards if using the A128 E1 coupon. 

9. Lift the shuttle and spin each lower shuttle roller a few complete rotations. 

10. Using compressed air, blow off any brass or debris that have accumulated 

(may not be required with the use of rollers instead of brass guides). 
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11. Using the “Manual Controls” panel in Figure 65 lower the main roller to 

lower the main roller to the coupon. 

12. Deselect the “Enable Manual Command” checkbox in the Manual Controls 

panel, and select the “Run” button on the Station Manager panel (Figure 64) 

in the MPT section (indicated as an arrow button). 

13. Supervise the test. The most common indication of problems is the rapid 

oscillation of either the load or vertical displacement lines on monitor 2.  

14. Upon detection of an issue, the MTS frame can be stopped by either the 

Emergency Stop button on the flex test control unit, or by clicking the Stop 

button in the MPT section. Should the ram be active it can be stopped by the 

light switch next to monitor 1.  

15. At the end of the test period initiate shutdown by turning off the horizontal 

ram. It’s best to do this after full extension as mid push and full retraction can 

create problems for start-up of the next test period. Further details at the end 

of this section. 

Note: The MTS frame will ramp down to its lowest load (following the load 

pattern in this paper) and will remain there, waiting for the ram to retract. 

16. Stop the MTS frame by selecting the “Stop” button in the MPT section of the 

Station Manager panel. 

17. Select the “Unlock” option in the Station Manager 

18. Select the “Enable Manual Command” checkbox in the Manual controls panel. 

19. Unload the frame by moving the selector in the negative direction. Stopping 

as soon as the output reads 0 kN. Lifting the main roller off the coupon is not 

recommended, as it will settle down again after the frame is shut down. 

20. Release the main pressure lines by selecting the “Low” setting for HSM 1 on 

the Station Manager panel. 

21. After the system has stabilized, select the “Off” position for HSM 1. 

22. Disable the main power by selecting “Low” then “Off” for the HPU setting. 

23. Press and hold the “High Pressure” button on the main pump bank until it 

deselects. Wait for the psi to level out at approximately 190 psi. 
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24. Press the “Off” button on the main pump bank to turn it off. 

 

Operational Notes:  

 With further development of the program, the ram can also be stopped by 

the MTS controls. Allowing all processes to be stopped in this manner will 

increase safety of the system and allow for better remote monitoring or 

access. 

 Stopping the horizontal ram mid push/pull for the shutdown will cause the 

solenoid valve to remain in the push/pull position. Upon start-up for the next 

test period the ram will begin moving the shuttle as soon as soon as the 

power is turned on. Unless caught, this movement will bend or damage the 

stop sensors in place and can push the limiters off the main platform. The 

unexpected shuttle movement can be fixed by turning all the digital outputs 

to the “Off” position (Figure 65), but this extra step and possible negligence 

can be avoided by waiting for the shuttle to reach the limiter before 

shutdown. 

 Stopping the ram in the fully retracted position will cause the home sensor to 

be fully depressed and remain depressed until the next test period. Upon 

start-up, the beginning of the MTS program causes the horizontal ram to 

retract until reaching home. Because the shuttle is already in the home 

position it will immediately send the stop signal. There is a brief period 

where the shuttle retracts, causing the sensor to bend. Sensor damage can be 

avoided by using the digital outputs as seen in Figure 65 to manually move 

the shuttle off the limiter. Digital output 1 controls retraction, and digital 

output 2 controls extension of the ram. Alternatively stopping the ram in the 

fully extended position at the end of the test period will also prevent sensor 

damage. 
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Figure 64: Main MTS control panel 
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Figure 65: Manual Controls for Frame and Ram 
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Appendix D: Apparatus Construction Drawings 
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Note: the coupons for the 4340 or 4330 material are identical to this design but 

without the flutes (grooves in the roller path). 
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Appendix E: Material and Hardening specifications 
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Appendix F: Electronics Spec Sheets 

F.1 Power Unit (Hydro-Tek 1hp AC) 
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F.2 Solenoid Valve 
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F.3 Flex Test Wiring Port 
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F.4 Limit Switch (LS-085-15-06-F045-C1-A) 
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F.5 Relays (G2R-1--SD12S) 
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F.6 Digital Input 

 

  

Digital Input
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F.7 Digital Output 

 

 

Digital Output
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F.8 FMEA for Test Apparatus 

Item

Potential failure 

mode

Potential cause(s) 

/ mechanism Cycle Phase

Local effects of 

failure

Next higher level 

effect System Level End Effect

(P) Probability 

(estimate) (S) Severity

Detection 

(Indications to 

Operator, 

Maintainer)

(D) Detection 

Dormancy Period

Risk Level P*S 

(+D)

Mitigation / 

Requirements

Main Roller 

Frame

Bend down in 

middle

Lower legs extend 

outwards
Loading

Separation of 

wheel frame 

clamps

Disconection with main 

roller

Main roller drops off, 

test becomes ineffective
L M

Gap between roller 

frame and bushing
.5 Days L Reinforce if needed

Roller 

Bushings

Fatigue wear of 

bushing

Thinning of 

bushing, increased 

friction

Rolling
Lubrication 

contamination

Increased stress on 

hydraulic ram
Bushing replacement L L Roller stability 1 Days L

Check roller for 

snugg fit to roller 

pin

Load Cylinder
Rotation in the load 

cell

Higher rolling 

resistance on one 

side of roller

Rolling Twisting of roller

Damage to roller path, 

roller, and coupon 

bolts

unreparable damage to 

roller and coupon
L M

Misalignment with 

coupon
.25 Days M

Set horizontal brace 

across roller frame

Load Cylinder
Misalignment in 

load cell

Horzontal pressure 

from apparatus
Rolling

Damage to load 

cylinder seals

Damage to load 

cylinder

Oil spillage, load cell 

repairs required
L H Periodic inspection .5 Days M

Set horizontal brace 

across roller frame

Coupon Bolts Shearing
Horizontal forces 

from ram
Rolling

Coupon detatches 

from shuttle

Damage to coupon 

roller path

Test stops / coupon 

damage
L L Visual Inspection 1 Days L

Replace bolts as 

needed (Bigger?)

Shuttle Plate
Excessive wear to 

underside

Contact stress 

exceeding strength
Loading/Rolling Damage to shuttle

Damage to shuttle 

rollers if unaddressed

Shuttle replacement 

(stronger)
M L

Visual Inspection / 

Math Calc

1 Days / prior to 

test
L

Repeating Visual 

inspection

Shuttle 

Rollers
Excessive wear

Contact stress 

exceeding strength
Loading/Rolling

Damage to roller 

surface or internal 

bearings

Damage to shuttle if 

unadressed

Roller replacement 

(Stronger)
M L

Visual Inspection / 

Math Calc

1 Days / prior to 

test
L

Repeating Visual 

inspection

Brass guides Excessive wear
Wear from shuttle 

contact
Rolling

Increased shuttle 

path area, roller 

contamination

Stress on shuttle 

underside, coupon 

instability

Cleaning and 

supervision required
H M Visual Inspection .5 Days M

Replace with roller 

pins

Hydraulic 

Ram
Oil leakage

pressure exceeding 

strength
Rolling Leaking oil Reduced capability

Horzontal movement 

stops / test stops
L M Visual Inspection 1 Days L

Repeating Visual 

inspection

Ram support
Break off end of U-

Bar supports

Ram pressure 

exeeding support 

strength

Rolling
Support breaks, 

ram fully extends

Ram rests under high 

pressure

Test stops, potential 

damage to hydraulic 

power unit

L H Visual Inspection 1 Days M
Repeating Visual 

inspection

Power unit Breaks down
Wears out from 

continued use
Loading/Rolling Test Stops Potential oil leakage

power unit replacement 

required
L M

Visual and Audible 

inspection
1 Days L

Repeating 

Inspection

Hydraulic 

Lines
Leakage

Wears out from 

continued use
Loading/Rolling Oil Leakage Test stops

Pressure line 

replacement
L M Visual Inspection 1 Days L

Repeating Visual 

inspection

Solenoid 

Valve
Inner Coil Failure

Wears out from 

continued use
Loading/Rolling Test Stops

Potential high pressure 

on power unit

Solenoid valve 

replacement
L M Visual Inspection 1 Days L

Repeating Visual 

inspection

Shuttle limit 

stops

Arm damage / 

breakage

Ram doesn't stop, 

forces sensor arm 

into stop

Rolling Test Stops

Ram and power unit 

remain on high 

pressure

Replacement of limit 

stops, potential damage 

to hydraulics

M M Visual Inspection 1 Days M

When shutting test 

down, ensure ram 

is extended

Shuttle limit 

stops
Sensor failure

Wears out from 

continued use
Loading/Rolling Test Stops

Ram and power unit 

remain on high 

pressure

Replacement of limit 

stops, potential damage 

to hydraulics

M M Visual Inspection 1 Days M
Repeating Visual 

inspection
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Appendix G: Raw Data  

G.1 Sample Shovel Data (initial 36 of 3,600 data points) 

Header: Date Time HOIST_REF_INHOIST_REF_OUTH_VOLTS_SCALEDH2_VOLTS_SCALEDH_FLD_AMPS_SCALEDH_AMPS_SCALEDProgram:AccuWeigh\HT_ROPE_POSH_RAW_COUNTS

Data 3/17/2015 12:45:44;61123.32034 18.68911 168.2076 157.7992 100.1471 1035.092 15.16592 4436

Data 3/17/2015 12:45:44;71123.32659 18.5211 135.1418 136.8158 99.67194 745.2373 15.08141 4441

Data 3/17/2015 12:45:44;81119.62287 16.73665 120.7733 116.7328 104.3051 999.0208 15.01099 4446

Data 3/17/2015 12:45:44;91119.61974 15.25366 115.9838 118.5682 99.19675 1112.729 14.94056 4451

Data 3/17/2015 12:45:45;01118.65314 14.3708 110.2503 109.8841 99.55315 939.3286 14.87014 4455

Data 3/17/2015 12:45:45;1115.799585 4.435457 95.46732 102.6183 105.7307 1028.318 14.8138 4460

Data 3/17/2015 12:45:45;2113.328349 2.571853 80.03966 93.68694 99.79074 1084.897 14.77155 4463

Data 3/17/2015 12:45:45;311 1.95822 2.432183 43.86523 62.4131 99.55315 531.3707 14.7293 4464

Data 3/17/2015 12:45:45;4110.453581 0 15.12833 27.70113 102.0479 882.566 14.7293 4465

Data 3/17/2015 12:45:45;5110.009384 0 18.9507 22.18858 99.31555 1140.012 14.71521 4465

Data 3/17/2015 12:45:45;611 0 0 14.25332 13.87221 98.00877 955.0756 14.71521 4465

Data 3/17/2015 12:45:45;711 0 0 0.736844 3.741957 104.5427 944.4554 14.71521 4465

Data 3/17/2015 12:45:45;811 0 0 -2.11843 -0.35257 100.0283 1269.284 14.71521 4465

Data 3/17/2015 12:45:45;911 0 0 -3.06251 -7.45718 99.43435 1195.126 14.7293 4464

Data 3/17/2015 12:45:46;0110.006256 0 0.460527 -2.0162 105.7307 1087.644 14.7293 4464

Data 3/17/2015 12:45:46;1110.006256 0 13.40135 7.164614 100.9787 1200.986 14.74338 4463

Data 3/17/2015 12:45:46;211 0 0 16.30267 14.49291 102.7607 1222.043 14.74338 4463

Data 3/17/2015 12:45:46;3110.006256 0 7.898044 13.3319 97.65237 1238.705 14.74338 4463

Data 3/17/2015 12:45:46;411 0 0 12.6645 9.010131 98.60277 1090.207 14.74338 4463

Data 3/17/2015 12:45:46;511 0 0 14.71385 9.238928 99.31555 1123.349 14.74338 4463

Data 3/17/2015 12:45:46;6110.006256 0 11.37503 13.27708 104.4239 1153.561 14.74338 4463

Data 3/17/2015 12:45:46;7110.003128 0 14.25332 10.98435 106.5623 958.0052 14.74338 4463

Data 3/17/2015 12:45:46;8110.006256 0 12.82569 9.538077 105.3743 1061.643 14.74338 4463

Data 3/17/2015 12:45:46;9110.006256 0 9.717127 8.460732 104.0675 1013.852 14.74338 4463

Data 3/17/2015 12:45:47;011 0 0 7.875018 7.592878 98.72157 1227.17 14.74338 4463

Data 3/17/2015 12:45:47;111 0 0 10.33884 3.033565 101.3351 982.1751 14.74338 4463

Data 3/17/2015 12:45:47;211 0 0 6.286199 5.267163 104.6615 1028.867 14.75746 4462

Data 3/17/2015 12:45:47;311 0 0 11.55924 10.97323 101.2163 1242.917 14.75746 4462

Data 3/17/2015 12:45:47;4110.006256 0 12.94082 13.3945 99.43435 1294.735 14.75746 4462

Data 3/17/2015 12:45:47;5110.006256 0 9.325679 11.58522 102.8795 1250.241 14.75746 4462

Data 3/17/2015 12:45:47;611-39.9277 -16.6105 9.210547 8.479832 99.07797 1062.192 14.77155 4461

Data 3/17/2015 12:45:47;711-62.0531 -62.0531 10.73029 10.09465 99.55315 1226.254 14.77155 4461

Data 3/17/2015 12:45:47;811-90.0844 -90.0844 -7.36844 -6.92626 103.9487 798.704 14.77155 4460

Data 3/17/2015 12:45:47;911-96.2812 -96.2812 -47.5264 -42.8644 98.84036 173.5835 14.78563 4458

Data 3/17/2015 12:45:48;011-99.8943 -99.8849 -126.806 -103.917 99.55315 -439.635 14.84197 4453

Data 3/17/2015 12:45:48;111-99.8974 -99.8943 -213.938 -176.706 103.7111 -817.564 14.94056 4445

Data 3/17/2015 12:45:48;211-99.8943 -99.8943 -277.353 -255.586 104.4239 -530.821 15.09549 4432

Data 3/17/2015 12:45:48;311-99.8974 -99.8974 -357.277 -351.48 99.31555 -455.931 15.30676 4416

Data 3/17/2015 12:45:48;411-99.8974 -99.8974 -456.106 -442.9 103.4735 -548.033 15.57437 4396
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G.2 Coupon Cycle and Mass Readings 

Mat Type A322 4340 

Day Mass (g) Cycles 

0 1,720.38 0 

1 1,720.32 2,595 

2 … … 

3 … 2,271 

4 … … 

5 … … 

6 1,720.21 2,309 

7 … 2,323 

8 … 909 

9 … 2,814 

10 1,720.08 2,605 

11   1,924 

12   2,759 

13   2,603 

14 1,719.83 2,880 

15   1,950 

16   1,540 

17   2,029 

18   2,787 

19   2,337 

20 1,719.54 1,852 

21   2,540 

22   1,357 

23   2,593 

24   2,553 

25   1,894 
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26 1,719.23 2,686 

27   1,413 

28   2,388 

29   2,773 

30 1,719.03 2,681 

31   3,333 

32   2,777 

33 1,718.92 1,595 

34   1,628 

35   1,824 

36 1,718.71 3,600 
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Appendix H: Hoist Force to Roller Force Code 

Dim RollerCountMaster As Integer 

Dim SpaceBetween As Double 

Dim PivotOn As Double 

Dim PivotToRope As Double 

Dim RopeForce As Double 

Dim NormalForce As Double 

Dim CounterWeight As Double 

Dim CounterWeightDist As Double 

Dim PctDone As Single 

Dim LoadedForce As Variant 

Dim TotalForce As Double 

Dim SupportLength As Double 

Dim ToeWeight As Double 

Dim HealWeight As Double 

Dim MomentX As Double 

Dim ForceDist As Double 

 

Sub MainCode() 

Application.ScreenUpdating = False 

Sheets("Roller Loading").Select 

 

RollerCountMaster = Cells(24, 8) 

RollerCount = RollerCountMaster 

SpaceBetween = Cells(25, 8) 

PivotOn = Cells(26, 8) 

PivotToRope = Cells(27, 8) 

RopeForce = Cells(34, 8) 

NormalForce = Cells(32, 8) 

CounterWeight = Cells(31, 8) 
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CounterWeightDist = Cells(30, 8) 

ReDim LoadedForce(1 To RollerCount, 1 To 1) As Double 

 

Sheets("combined digs").Select 

Call SmoothCurve 

For E = 2 To 3626 

SupportLength = (RollerCount) * SpaceBetween 

    RopeForce = Cells(E, 69) 

    TotalForce = NormalForce + CounterWeight + RopeForce 

    MomentX = (CounterWeight * CounterWeightDist + RopeForce * PivotToRope) / 

TotalForce 

    ToeWeight = 4 * TotalForce / SupportLength - 6 * (SpaceBetween * 4 - MomentX) 

* TotalForce / (SupportLength * SupportLength) 

    HealWeight = -2 * TotalForce / SupportLength + 6 * (SpaceBetween * 4 - 

MomentX) * TotalForce / (SupportLength * SupportLength) 

Line1: 

    If HealWeight < 0 Then 

        SupportLength = SupportLength - 0.01 

        ToeWeight = 4 * TotalForce / SupportLength - 6 * (SpaceBetween * 4 - 

MomentX) * TotalForce / (SupportLength * SupportLength) 

        HealWeight = -2 * TotalForce / SupportLength + 6 * (SpaceBetween * 4 - 

MomentX) * TotalForce / (SupportLength * SupportLength) 

        GoTo Line1 

    End If 

Line2: 

    If ToeWeight < 0 Then 

        SupportLength = SupportLength - 0.01 

        HealWeight = 4 * TotalForce / SupportLength - 6 * (SpaceBetween * 3 + 

MomentX) * TotalForce / (SupportLength * SupportLength) 
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        ToeWeight = -2 * TotalForce / SupportLength + 6 * (SpaceBetween * 3 + 

MomentX) * TotalForce / (SupportLength * SupportLength) 

        GoTo Line2 

    End If 

 

    If HealWeight > ToeWeight Then 

        ForceDist = (HealWeight - ToeWeight) / SupportLength 

        LoadedForce(1, 1) = ((HealWeight + (HealWeight - ForceDist * SpaceBetween)) 

/ 2) * SpaceBetween 

        For i = 2 To RollerCount 

            If (HealWeight - (i - 0.5) * SpaceBetween * ForceDist) > ToeWeight Then 

                LoadedForce(i, 1) = (HealWeight - ForceDist * (i - 0.5) * SpaceBetween) * 

SpaceBetween 

            Else 

                If (HealWeight - (i - 0.5) * SpaceBetween * ForceDist) > 0 Then 

                    LoadedForce(i, 1) = ((HealWeight - (i - 0.5) * SpaceBetween * ForceDist) * 

(SupportLength - (i - 0.5) * SpaceBetween) / 2) * SpaceBetween 

                Else 

                    LoadedForce(i, 1) = 0 

                End If 

            End If 

        Next i 

    Else 

        ForceDist = (ToeWeight - HealWeight) / SupportLength 

        LoadedForce(RollerCount, 1) = (ToeWeight - ForceDist * SpaceBetween / 2) * 

SpaceBetween 

        For i = 1 To RollerCount - 1 

            If (ToeWeight - (i + 0.5) * SpaceBetween * ForceDist) > HealWeight Then 

                LoadedForce(RollerCount - i, 1) = (ToeWeight - ForceDist * (i + 0.5) * 

SpaceBetween) * SpaceBetween 
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            Else 

                If (ToeWeight - (i + 0.5) * SpaceBetween * ForceDist) > 0 Then 

                    LoadedForce(RollerCount - i, 1) = ((ToeWeight - (i + 0.5) * SpaceBetween 

* ForceDist) * (SupportLength - (i + 0.5) * SpaceBetween) / 2) * SpaceBetween 

                Else 

                    LoadedForce(RollerCount - i, 1) = 0 

                End If 

            End If 

        Next i 

    End If 

    For j = 1 To RollerCount 

        Cells(E, 29 + j) = LoadedForce(j, 1) 

    Next j 

    PctDone = E / 3626 

    UpdateProgressBar PctDone 

Next E 

Sheets("Roller Loading").Select 

End Sub 


